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“HOME, JEEMS!”

Dr. Charles Leach of

-----re i
K \ C-.urty lost two prominent
citizens when Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Leach of Tenant’s Harbor closed
then' home Monday. They have
taken their new abode at Pcwnal,
a-here the doctor has accepted the
portion as assistant physician at
the “Pcwnal State School."
The field is not a new cne to
the dc tor, fcr this is the third
time he has served the State In
;;.,t apa?jty; ar.d the fact that
he hn been sought for tihis pcsi;.cn inchoates that he is well fitted
for that kind cf work.
Good wi.-'hes from their many
frier ti -. fellow this couple, and the
fact that they are to still retain
their home at Tenant's Harbor,
means that their friends will meet
them there occasionally.

Men who have looked too long upon the wine while it was red, and who
have found that it leads them to the basement floor of a certain building
on Spring street, will feel a little more aristocratic if they repeat the
offense and ride to the station in the new police ambulance, shown above.
The disgraceful trap which has been in service for some years, has found
Its way to the rummage heap, and the cops now act as chaffeurs of a mod
ern car, which might possibly suit the involuntary riders if it were not
for the official designation on the sides.
—Photo by Cullen.

The Clam Industry

A M1UTARY AIRPORT POSSIBLE

New Fisheries Association
Wants State To Control
the Flats

Final Survey For W. P. A. Being Made

The .Maine Fisheries Association
interested in improvement of the
clam industry through legislation”
has submitted to Commissioner
Greenleaf a program which It plans
to sponsor at the present session
of Legislature. State control of
the clam flats, an extensive propa
gation project and stricter licensing
regulations for buyers w’ere includ
ed in the proposals which secre
tary James Herrick of Orr’s Island
raid had been favored by the As
sociation's clam committee.
The Association made up of
hundreds of fishermen and deal
ers from one end of the coast to
the other was formed several
months ago "in the interests of
the industry.” Other legislation is
expected to be sponsored by the
group but the full program has
not been announced as yet.
According to Herrick the com
mittee believes that the State
should have well defined control
of the clam flats and that many
of the 50 or more local and private
laws are unnecessary and unfair.
A propagation program in which
150 acres would be put under cul
tivation and financed Jointly by
the State and the various towns (
is favored and the Association
would like to see all clam buyers ,
licensed and bonded to protect the !
diggers from crooked operators.
The bond would be set at $5000
and resident buyers would pay a
fee of *150 and non-residents *300.
Installation of officers of An
derson Camp S. of U. Veterans of
the Cival War took place Jan. 8.
Tlie installing officer was Edward
Mullen. The new officers are:
Commander.
Herbert
Higgins;
senior vice commander, Vernon O.
Giles; Junior vice commander,
Samuel Norwood; secretary, Bert
Thomas; treasurer. I. Leslie Cross;
guide. Herman Winchenbaugh.

On Ash Point Road Of Owl’s Head
• For several months past the city
has been conducting a survey in
the Ash Point section of Owl's
Head.
It was quite generally
known that preliminary steps were
being taken looking toward the es
tablishment of a government air
port, but the press had been asked
to refrain from speaking of it—
for obvious reasons.
Yesterday the story “broke”
when there appeared on the scene
a Portland engineer Romeo St.
Pierre, who, with a crew of 10 men,
has begun the completion of the
survey with a profile map. He is
assisted by Oscar A. Crockett, who
made the original topographical
survey.
The properties in question lie
on the westerly side of the Ash
Point road between the villages
of Ash Point and South Thomas
ton and are owned by 18 persons.
Whether these lands and buildings
thereon, could be obtained at a
price satisfactory to Uncle Sam,

or whether they might have to be
taken through the process known
as the right of eminent domain
is a matter on which nobody is
at present qualified to speak.
The location is said to be es
pecially well adapted for an air
port because of its contour. Three
runways, each 3500 feet long, could
be built, and if necessary each
could be extended to a mile in
length.
Should the location be author
ized and the necessary funds ap
portioned an airport for commer
cial or military training purposes
would be built. Should it become
a training airport a very large
force would be employed—possibly
800.
While there is an entire lack of
definiteness about the matter con
fidence that the airport will be
built is voiced by Mayor Edward JR.
Veazie, who has been working on
the project since its inception, in
close touch with the State WJPA.
administration.

CHANDLERS ARE GRATEFUL

WOODBURY’S DEPUTIES
Sheriff Roland L. Woodbury of
Waldo county, has appointed the
following deputy sheriffs for 1941:
Elwyn S. Sheldon, Turnkey, Box
108. Belfast; Charles W. Ryder,
chief deputy. Brooks; Fred O. J.
Horne. Belfast; Herman D. Wood,
Belfast; Ralph A. Light, Liberty;
George E. Nichols, Lincolnville;
Charles M. Littlefield, Monroe;
Donald Mathieson, Montville; Silas
E. Bcwler, Palermo; Lester R. Nel
son, Palermo; Byron R. Heath,
Stockton Springs; Harry M. Brown,
Unity; George Ritchie, Winterport; Anson A. Powers, Bangor, a
special B. & A. R. R. investigator.

Joseph R. Chandler, son of Ros
coe Chandler, keeper of Burnt Coat
Light, is convalescing, and during
his confinement to the house has
been the recipient of many kind
attentions. Keeper Chandler and
son express their heartfelt thanks
to Albert Phelan, officer in com
mand, and crew of C. G. patrol boat
155, Relief Keeper Alley, U. S. C.
O. and the following other friends:
Mrs.
Georgie
Wheaton, Karl
Batchejoer, Forest Stanley, Norman
Stinson, Norman Bums, Johnny
Wheaton, Wilson Burns and Nelson
Wheaton.
1
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THREE-TIMES-A-W’EEK
Editor, WM. O. FULLER
First National and Knox
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Trust Re-elected Efficient
Subscriptions *3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
Boards This Morning
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation anc very reasonable.
First National Bank of Rockland
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1848. In 1874 the Courier
At the annual meeting of the
was established and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882 The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1881 changed its name to the Tribune. These stockholders of The First National
papers consolidated March 17, 1887,
Bank of Rockland, held today, the
report of the president Homer E.
Robinson showed satisfactory re
[EDITORIAL]
sults for the past year. The usual
dividend on the capital stock was
WILLKIE STARTS SOMETHING
paid, the necessary’ charge-offs
made, and undivided profits in
Wendell L. Willkie, who was endorsed by nearly 21,000,000
creased.
persons in his Presidential campaign last year, rose above
T.ie bank is in a healthy condi
party politics Sunday to place the stamp of his personal ap
tion,
as its recently published
proval upon President Roosevelt’s “lend-lease arms bill,”
statement
indicates, and is in
which has created such a stir in Congress—“with modifica
position to do its part in the coun
tion,” to be sure. The defeated Republican candidate said that
try
’s program of National Defense,
he had examined the bill in the light of the current emergency
in
which, undoubtedly, all banks
and came to the conclusion that it should be adopted. The
will
be called upon to assist.
interview, given out in New York Sunday, created a decided
The
following officers were re
sensation in the political world, and drew down the wrath of
elected:
Alf M. Landon, when he refuted the Kansan’s statement that
President—Homer E. Robinson.
“our national security is not involved in a British defeat.”
Vice President—Joseph W. Rob
“The difference between a British defeat or victory is not only
inson.
military, but economic,” said Mr. Willkie. The Republican
Cashier—Joseph Emery.
Presidential candidate of four years ago went so far as to say
Assistant Cashier—Chauncey M.
that Willkie would not have been nominated if he had revealed
D. Keene.
his position before the Republican National Convention, and
Directors—'Willis I. Ayer, Fred
by the same token Mr. Roosevelt would not have been elected.
A.
Carter, Kennedy Crane, Joseph
The war situation presents so many complex angles that it
Emery,
Edward F. Glover. Edward
is difficult to say which is wrong, Roosevelt and Willkie or
C.
Payson.
Homer E. Robinson,
Landon and Wheeler. And it will certainly be interesting to
Joseph
W.
Robinson,
William Sanlearn Willkie’s views after he returns from England, where he
som,
Philip
L.
Smith,
William D.
contemplates a fortnight’s study of the situation, first hand.
Talbot.
Knox County Trust Company

WORSHIPPING UNDER DIFFICULTIES

Rockland churchgoers sometimes complain that their
house of worship is cold, or maybe draughty. How would they
like to exchange places with the worshippers of a London
parish church which was bombed recently? Through a gaping
hole in the roof came the chilly winds, the heating plant was
out of order, and crushed pipes silenced the organ. In short,
do we fully appreciate the blessings we are enjoying here in
the United States?
LONDON’S SAD PLIGHT

Some orators and many writers have declared that the
situation in England is not as bad as it has been painted. Per
haps not, but it would be difficult to visualize conditions much
worse than those depicted in London by the newspaper illus
trations. London is an immense city, but the area can be
quickly covered by those “waves" of bombing planes, and if
we are to believe what we behold vuth our own eyes, and what
the reliable press agencies tell us, the pride of the British
Empire is slowly being reduced to ruins. Does England need
our help? Does America need to help England for our own
sake? Is this the time for long-drawn and futile argument?
Three questions worth considering.
•

News that naval officers have been quietly exploring the
possibilities of Rockland as a base for smaller naval patrol
boats may be forerunner of announcement that it has been
chosen. The Navy could do much worse. Penobscot Bay is a
“natural,” one might think, for such a base; and Rockland has
a magnificent harbor, particularly for small boats, well pro
tected, with rail service to Portland and beyond and with good
roads into the hinterland. There are other excellent harbors
along the coast; but one might be pardoned for thinking that
Rockland well deserves the consideration it has been getting.
WHAT’S THE YARDSTICK?
(Herald-Tribune)

A biographical dictionary of America’s Young Men has
been published in California under respectable auspices, and
the edi'.hor. a Mr. Howes, sets himself the formidable and
somewhat thankless task of picking out the “ten outstanding
young men” out of all the names in his book He picks Bing
Crosby, Martin Dies, Col. Charles A. Lindbergh, Dr. George
Gallup, Jack Frye, Oren Root, Fulton Lewis Jr., Mark Stanley
Mathews, Arch Obler. and Dr. Guy C. Suits. At least half of
these are fairly well known to readers of newspapers, and it
may be a reasonable list. But it is a ticklish business, and
likely to cause hard feelings. Moreover, may all these be
classed legitimately as “young men ”? It’s a moot question. At
what point does one cease to become a young man—at 35, 40,
45, or what? Can a man honestly believe himself to be “young”
one day, and “old” on his next birthday? We have been told
that some men feel this way about the onrush of age. And
another question: Just what is “outstanding”? Does it mean
most likely to succeed, or does it signify that the designee
already has achieved a big batch of publicity, professional
acclaim, money, or whatever the rules specify? No, Mr. Howes
is on dangerous ground.
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THE BELL SHOP
• -

K LARGER, WIDER
>HER BODIES
> DU-AFT VENTILATION

07-

wow,

At 378 Main Street, Rockland

COMIQUfM
Matinee 2.00; Sunday 3.00. Evening 7 and 9; Saturday 6.15
Matinee 30c; Evening, Orchestra 40c; Balcony 30c

BELL SHOP EXPERT CORSETIERE
Will be at our Rockland store one day only

First and Only Showing In Knox County

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY, JAN. 14-15

PAT O’BRIEN, CONSTANCE BENNETT
“ESCAPE TO GLORY”
DRAMA

'PATHOS

COMEDY_____________

Coming Thursday-Friday, January 16-17
“NORTH WEST MOUNTED POLICE”
Gary Cooper, Madeleine Carroll, Paulette Goddard,

Preston Foster

Hard of Hearing Society
Entertained By Mrs.
Pierce and Mrs. Beale
At Thursday’s meeting of the
Society for the Hard of Hearing,
the lesson period, led by the presi
dent, Mrs. Gladys Thomas, was fol
lowed by a talk by Mrs. Robert M.
Pierce of Milton, Mass.
Mrs. Pierce led the members
through an interesting half hour
as she traced the history of the
Parkway Community Methodist
Church of which her husband, Dr
Pierce, is pastor, from its basement
beginnings 10 years ago to its com
pletion and consevration Dec. 15.
The church is built of granite in
soft shades of brown and buff and
the architecture is Norman Gothic.

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 6.

The Black Cat

(By The Roving Reporter)

A writer in the Bangor Daily their daily paper if it happens to
News, who has at least one of the rain.
qualities of tlie late humorist, A.
Why do wild geese fly in the V
Ward, wrote the following for a
formation? This question is prob
pre-New Year issue:
“The editorial staff of Tlie News ably easier to answer than Nllo
would greatly appreciate it if all Spear's inquiry as to why frost fish
citizens planning to take a few are so called. Wild geese were fly
quick snorts of firewater before ing long before the football coaches
getting into the car to drive to adopted that system.
their favorite rendezvous to bid the
old year goodbye and welcome the
I almost forgot to tell you the
new year, would first stop in at names of those three surviving let
the office ar.d leave a few notes for
their obituaries. If there isn't a ter carriers who toted tlie mall
picture in the family album a staff when the local routes were estab
photographer will accommodate by lished 52 years ago Oliver B.
taking a shot for the morgue. This Lovejoy, J. A Burpee and Charles
thoughtfulness will do away with F. Prescott. Mr. LovHoy later be
the necessity of our having to chase came postmaster. Mr. Burpee at
around early New Years morning 87 was seen daily on the street
to the hospitals and undertaking until injured in an automobile ac
establishments to find out who you cident.
Mr. Prescott will talk
were before you tried to turn two circus at the drop of the hat.
curves where there was only one.”
Turning to the serious side of the I “A study in black and white" is
situation I wish to remind the News the caption under a card picture
that it is not always the “souse" of “Nig" wortny entrant in the
who suffers, but generally some in Black Cat contest, whose saucer of
nocent driver or pedestrian.
milk is lapped up at the home of
Mrs. E. E. Fales in Rockport. “Nig”
is
a bouncer, with huge paws and
Lewiston Journal: “'Somebody
up-and-coming
expression; bet he’s
suggests that the Knox mansion
a
pampered
pet.
at Thomaston be illuminated for
the Christmas holidays, another
Topsham Fair Is a big show and
season. It would be a grand spec Knox
Ccunty patrons for many
tacle!” And I understand that this years have helped make it so. It’s
proposition, originally advanced in net profit last Fall was *2979, and
The Black Cat, is accepted with the boys have $6696 ln the till in
such hearty approval in Thomas case there should be adverse weath
ton that something will undoubted er the coming season,
—o —
ly be done next season.
One year ago: Camden breaks
were cleaned up by Sheriff Lud
Dr. Dana S. Newman, rusticating wick and two boys were sent to
in Miami, Fla., doubtless figured jail.—Charles C. Wall, 73, died at
he would excite my envy when he Willardham. — Mrs. Samuel^ Sim
mailed me that souvenir card mons, 94, died in Friendship.—Leo
shoUing the Orange Bowl. He ar G. Conary escaped injuries when
rived in Florida too late to see the his car skidded and was wrecked.
New Years Day game, but is find —Ernest Howard of East Union
ing plenty of other diversions in died in this city, aged 86.—Frank
the city where they give away T. Studley, 82, died in Thomaston.

been installed with hearing aids in
the pews. The services extended to
Jan. 12 when the church was con
secrated to world vision.
At the business meeting of Jan.
2, Mrs. Howard Beale was a guest
and spoke of her trip in the Fall to
New York and the World's Fair.
Miss
Eda Lawry told of her Sum
A Celtic
Cross
is
mounted
on
the
I
highest peak of the facade and an mer travels which extended to
adaptation of the cross .caps the North Carolina and gave an inter
slender spire. Wide stone steps on esting account of historic places
each side of the broad granite plat visited.
form form an impressive approach
Mrs. Nathan Witham, Red Cross
as one enters the church under the chairman, distributed sewing and
outstretched arms of a massive knitting for home work.
stone cross. Over the door in stone I Mrs. Frank Hewett, membership
are the oeehive, pineapple, and an chairman of the drive which ended
chor, symbolizing industry, hospi Dec. 31, reported 2 new active
tality and hope of the Christian members and 2 associate members.
Church.
The next meeting win be held in
Mrs. Pierce spoke especially of' the vestry of the First Baptist
color, the beautiful coloring of the Church. All meetings are open to
great rose window and the five lan anyone interested in the work for
cet windows that form its base, the the hard of hearing or the study of
memorial windows and the jeweled lip reading.
window above the altar arch which i
pictures Hoffman’s “Christ and' Everett Frohock, who came home
the Rich Young Ruler.” The pul from Hartford, Conn, on account
pit, lectern and altar are of carved of the illness of his father, Dr. H.
oak and the red gowns of the chor W. Frohock, became, unexpectedly,
isters and the rich red carpet made a fellow patient at Knox Hospital,
a beautiful harmony of color.
suffering from an attack of grippe.
The chimes are automatically Dr. Frohock, who has pneumonia
broadcast, and microphones have is very much improved.

NOTICE: CLASS OF 1941

Are pleased to announce that
MISS ALICE OUELLETTE

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1941

The results of this Bank's op
erations for the year were consid
ered to be satisfactory, the Christ
mas Club showing a successive in
crease, with commercial deposits
maintaining a vigorous rise.
The following officers were elec
ted:
President—Morris B. Perry’.
Vice Presidents—Elmer B. Croc
kett and Herbert C. Newbegin.
Treasurer—Lenden C. Jackson,
Jr.
Assistant Treasurer—Zenas W.
Melvin,
Directors — Charles H. Berry,
Putnam P. Bicknell, John C.
Creighton, Elmer B. Crockett, Al
fred C. Hocking, Lincoln E. Mc
Rae, Albert C. McLoon, Herbert C.
Newbegin,
Morris
B.
Perry,
Charles E. Starrett, Arthur K.
Walker.

Interesting Talkers

NAVAL ROCKLAND
(Press Herald)
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There have been and will be out-of-town (out-of-State) pho
tographers approach you and ask to take your graduation phototographs . I ask you to please say “NO” when they ask If they may.
These are the reasons why I ask you to patronize local pho
tographers: We can give you more satisfactory work at a satis
factory price; we are here every day in the year spending money
in our city; we pay taxes to the city.
More directly to you. we co-operate in every way with the
schools; we buy advertisements in the "Highlight,” programs, and
the “Cauldron;” we buy apples, tickets for your yearly ball, class
plays and games and help in all the other activities of the school.
In other words, we try to make your school life a success.
Do you think that any of the traveling photographers will offer
any of the above mentioned and care about making your school
life a success? This Ls why I ask you to have your photographs
taken here in Rockland by a local man. Please think it over and
decide on what you think is really fair.
This ad has been published for the protection of the local pho
tographers by—
THE NICHOLAS STUDIO, 340 Main St, Rockland, TeL 640-M

The annual meeting of Knox
Hospital was held last night at the
Bok Home for Nurses, and these
officers were re-elected: President,
William T. White; vice president,
H. P. Blodgett; secretary, Milton
M. Griffin; treasurer, Joseph Em
ery. Directors for three years, Leforest A. Thurston, Dr. C. Harold
Jameson, Mrs. W. O. Fuller, Mrs.
Mary Louise Bok, Mrs. A. J. Elliot
and Capt. John Brcwn of Thom
aston, and to fill the unexpired
term of Dr, W. F. Hart, Philip
Smith of St. George will serve two
years. Miss Ellen Daly was re
appointed superintendent of the
hospital.
Dr. Donald E. Haskell goes today
to Sanford, to conduct a three-day
health clinic at thegoffice of Dr. G.
W. Worster, returning Saturday.
Correcting a rumor to the effect
that Dr. James Kent is ill with
pneumonia, he reports that he is
practicing as usual.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read" eooM
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The lorn of thee*
tastes ls a loss at
C** trisi
Darwin
SAVE ME, SAVE MY DOG
If we love on when Death has closed
a door.
How shall the dog who loves ua live
no more?
For If “soul” ls the force we love wltb.
say.
Then who loves more than dogs ln
their brief day?
And if God's Heaven harbors
righteousness
And love and faith and courage, I
confess
I find these virtues thriving royally
In dogs, who serve their gods eo
loyally.
And so. my little friend, I feel that
you,
Somewhere out there beyond the sky's
cool blue,
Are waiting me to take you to the
park.
The biggest park ln Heaven; that your
bark
Will wildly welcome me upon that day
When I arrive at last and we two
stray
Through shady uplands or along the
shore.

Where you may race, unleashed, for
ever more!

Elizabeth Newport Hepburn
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Behold, all ye that kindle a fire,
that compass yourself about with
sparks; walk In the light of your
fire, and In the sparks that ye have
kindled—Isaiah 50: 11.

Every-Other-Day
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EDUCATIONAL BOWLERS, THESE I Busy Boys And Girls

HIGHEST HONORS TO FLORIAN CLARK

The Queen Contest

Sixteen Young Women In
Two Counties Seek the
Snow Bowl Honor

What Is Being Done
Through Efforts of
National Youth
Administration

The "Cream of the Crop, none
i other than 16 ycung ladies of Knox
and Waldo Counties have entered
the Snow Bowl Queen contest in
connection with the sixth annual
Snow Bowl Carnival to be he.d
February 14-15-16 These 16 girls
met today at the Camden Y.M.C.A
' and received their final instruc
tions and rules for the five week
contest which starts today. Mrs.
Eugene C. C. Rich and Executive
Director Alton H. Crone were ir.
charge of the meeting.
All of the seten communities are
enthused and the contest promises

to be a lively one. The contestant
are as follows: Jeannette Overiocg
Warren; Mildred Stevens. Belfast
Caroline Bums. Rockport. janet
Henry and Gwendolyn Baric*
Thomaston; Madeline Parris,Union
Doris Moody and Doris Nickerson
Lincolnville; Pauline True Ho>
Shirley Blackington and Leona
Flanders, Rockland; Marion w.
Dermott, Ruth Manning. Edna Fu.
ier . Phyllis Staples and Haze;
Crooker. Camden.

National Youth Administration,
the greatest peacetime activity m
Book Review
the history of governments, pays a
(By K. S. P.)
local wage of approximately $1239
After a ten-year research a new
per month to its local youth person
Let Us Have Faith, by Helen Kel
product
which makes poor quality
nel alone. An average of 47 boys :s
ler. A militant message of he ye
paper
waterproof
has been perfect,
working on the local boys' projects;
and courage by one of the world's
ed in England.
the girls' project (18-Y) has 20 as
bes* loved and mo-t remark ble
signed workers.
women.
Publishers, D.utlec.y.
Because of the sugar shortage
Besides
the
youth
on
the
three
Doran <k Co., New York
Japan has drastically reduced the
local projects, we have four full
This is a message of cheer tc a
amount of the sweet previously
war weary world. With half cf
ailoted to candy makers
time clerical workers. Two of these
civilization and the noble values it
are at City Hall proper, and one at
gave us to serve crushed it is hard
the City Store. Our newest clerical
to see good in the future. Millions
workers, Miss Beverly Bowden and
In utter want of all things. Faith
Patricia Hall, have been assigned to
The
Ro
ktand
High
School
bowling
team
in
the
Ladies'
League
at
the
she tells us is our only panacea,
Community Puililing alleys. Left to right: Virginia Willis, Mrs. Charles the office of Mr. Southard, chair
and it is ours to do with as we Gross, Josephine Farrington. Evelyn Willis.
Florian L. Clark of this city is seen above receiving the ccveted John
—Photo by Cullen.
man overseers of the poor.
‘ James Hensale placque denoting highest sales achievement for Maine, at
will. Faith is immortal, whenever
On Federal Archives, our one local , the recent Fuller Brush Co. banquet in Portland. Mr. Clark, ace sales
a courageous soul r-ses man is in
professional project,* under direc man of Fuller Brush for the Roekland. Rockport and Camden territory, is
vincible she tells us, and she
tion of Ella Newman, State super the first man in the State to receive the placque. Mr. Clark also received
THE
should know if anyone.
visor of National Archives, are two the consistent sales record diamond, for completing over 600 consecutive
Over against a society marked
N.Y A. girls. Misses Olive earner days of quota making. Mr. Clark was one of the first of the 500 New Eng
GOOD OLD DAYS
by caste and brute supremacy,
and Ruth Marston; and one N.Y.A. land dealers to receive this award.
faith Shouldered the issues of life,
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our pay for it.”
This was a newr experience for know that this is about the silliest
Rackliff. He scratched his head and piece of tomfoolery that was ever
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pkg.
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Chapin Class regular supper will
be today at the church with Mrs.
Katherine Veazie, chairman.

Feb. 7—‘'Knox County On Parade”,
a full color motion picture presented
bv The Knox County Camera Club
at the Community Building.
F<>b. 10 Klwanls Charter Night at
Hotel Rockland.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.

The Weather

ea

iG’S

LAKES

The demolition of the Sprague
building on Limeroek street, partly
destroyed by fire one year ago, was
completed over the weekend, and
the lot is now bare. It is under
stood that several would-be pur
chasers have interviewed the own
er, but it is likely that no disposi
tion of the property will be made
for some time. Very few of the
present generation are aware of
the fact that the demolished build
ing was at one time a newspaper
plant, housing the Rockland Free
Press and its successor the Rock
land Tribune which was later
merged into The Courier-Gazette
For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf

KER

MEAL

The Radioclast Journal of Tlffin, O410, publishes a portrait of
Dr. Blake Annis. whom it quotes
as “an enthusiastic user of the i
radioclast”.

The Avon House publishers of '
New York have recently produced
a book called “The Poets of Ameri
ca.'
it contains a poem “My
Buddy.” written by Mrs. John H.
Andrews of Rockport. This poem
was read by Prof. Ellen-worth of
Clark University in Worcester, I
Mass. It met with his approval,
so much that he pronounced it
“goed. a beautiful thought,” and ,
he said “one should be proud to
have it published.’’

Beano at the Elks every Friday
night
129-tf
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Furs; Burdell's Dress Shop for

Carleton—At Swanville, Jan. 11, Nel
lie B , wife of Walter S. Carleton,
aged 51 years. Funeral Tuesday at 1
o’clock from Methodist Church. Rock
port. Interment in Carleton cemetery.
Seavey — At Thomaston. Jan. 14,
Emma J., widow of Elisha F. Seavey,
aged 85 years. 11 months, 3 days.
Cronin—At Rockland, Jan. 13, Den
nis Cronin, aged 71 years, 11 months,
16 days. Requiem Mass Wednesday at
9 o'clock from St. Bernard's Church.
Carleton At Rockport. Jan. 13. Capt.
Frank P J Carleton, aged 89 years.
Funeral Thursday at 2 o clock from
residence
Page At Medford. Mass., Jan. 11.
Cora E. widow of Capt. Oeorge Page,
formerly of St. George. Funeral Wed
nesday at 2 o'clock from the Port
Clyde Advent Church. Burial in South
Parish cemetery.
_
Bartlett—At South Thomaston. Jan.
12. Agnes, wife of J. M Bartlett, aged
80 years. 4 months. 7 days. Funeral
Friday at 1 o'clock from residence.
IN MEMORIAM

1931 Baby Pauline C. McFarland 1941
Gone from our home, but not from
our hearts.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard McFarland
New Harbor.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to sincerely thank our
neighbors, relatives and friends for
their thoughtfulness and their many
ktndne-ses to us ln our sudden beres vem put.
•
Roland S. Rackliff and family

Members of the Knox County Camera Club who gathered recently to work on the final stages of their
full length natural color movie of the industrial and recreational life of Knox Ccunty, “Knox County On
Parade.” which is to be shown to the public at the Rockland Community Building on Feb. 7. First row, left to
right: Wilbur Senter, Raymond Cross, Joel Miller. Kenneth Orcutt, Jerome Burrows,/B«>Ttram Gardner. Sec

ond row: Hiram Crie, Richard Bird, Frank Tibbetts, Osgood Gilbert, Frank Harper, Richard Spear, William
Cross, Alton Drinkwater.
—Photo by Cullen
The annual meeting of the Con
Notices are being sent out for
gregational Church and parish so the American Legion Corporation
cieties will be held in the vestry meeting Jan. 23, at the Legion hall.
of the church after the circle sup
per Wednesday night.
There are quite a number of cases
of chicken pcx about and mostly
The Baptist Men's League is as youngsters affected.- And that old
sured of an interesting talk Thurs Flu bug is extremely busy.
day night when Dick Reed gives an
illustrated lecture which will treat
Nine divorces were granted in
of timely local and State topics. Waldo County Supperior Court,
Reed is a Rockland boy, and his among them Frank L. Bolduc of
work the past two years has proven Northport from Florence M. Bol
him to be one of the aces of the duc cf Rockland for cruelty.
Maine Development Commission.

Despite inclement weather, the
Senior Y.PC.U journeyed to the
Snow Eowl Sunday for a day's
outing, suddenly cut short by a
roaring snowstorm. Cut short —
but not before everyone had en
ing. skiing, and tcbogaxtning. The
majority expressed the strong de
sire to go again in the near future.
All thanks go to the thoughtful
people furnishing cars—Mr. and
Mrs. Bowley, Mr McRae, Roger
Newhall, Mr. and Mrs. Seabury,
Priscilli and Charlotte Staples and
Richard Spear.
Dr. Francis L. Bailey, new princi
pal of Gorham Normal, writes the
president of the Woman's Educa
tional Club ‘you may rest assured
that I will be there and in time for
the six o’clock supper," referring
to Friday's opening of the 1941
stated club meetings in Grand
Army Hall as 3 p. m. No wonder
he doesn’t want to miss the good
supper which Mrs. Alden Ulmer
never falls to set forth and to which
friends are invited, as well as all
gentlemen to be club guests for the
splendid evening program, where
Dr. Bailey is scheduled to talk at 7
p. m. cn “Present Trends in Edu
cation." The club regrets that Mrs.
Bailey must defer her musical con
tribution in which line she ranks
as an expert since she is still in the
general hospital, having undergone
a major operation recently. The
club has a large number of appli
cants for membership, anticipating
its liveliest season. All are asked
to contribute to world news discus
sions. especially Europe. Washing
ton, Japan and Augusta.

Starts Next Tuesday

CARD OF THANKS
To all my schoolmates and friends
I express my thanks for remembering
In every day at moderate prices. me at Christmas and during my illSee them today. Odd Fellows Block,
Ernest J. Clayter. Jr
school street. Rockland.
107-tf
Central Maine Sanatorium. Fairfield

INDIGESTION
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•** gas free. No laxative but made of tha facteet•ctlng medicines known for arid indirection. If the
1X)SK doun i
Ml
better, ratnra
k«*U« ta 111 tod racalra DOUBLX Uoaaj Bai*. Ma.

arm

uu

Chicken supper with fixings to
night, 5.30 to 7 at Odd Fellows
hall. School St., price 50 cents.
Auspices Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
Public invited.—adv.

SAVE!
DANCING

Every Wed.
AT

1

/

3 LB CAN

GLEN
COVE
Music By

time-mistakes-worry

NEW ADDING MACHINES
Price $47.50. Capacity S9.000.00
Price $55.00.
”
99.000.00
Price $70.00.

” 9,999,000.00

ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER CO.
71 park St. Rockland Tel. 297-W

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

OCERS

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
119-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

Privates Maurice K. Shepherd
and Herbert Poland made an unex->
pected call on their parents Satur
day night, returning to their post
at tlie Chelsea armory in Chelsea,
Mass., Sunday afternoon. The boys
have recently been transferred
from Mitchell Field, L. I., N. Y., to
Chelsea for the "air warming test”
which takes place Jan. 21-24. Tne
next ten days will be spent in the 2d
A. W. Co. which has to do with in
structions to the “Women Volun
teers of Massachusetts.”
Ralph Edgar Dyer, Washington,
Herbert Martin Pendleton, Rock
land, Hadley Bedlield Miller, of
Friendship, Ralph Earl Hopkins,
Rockland, Kenneth Lloyd Crute,
Cushing have been selected for in
duction at 77 Central street, Ban
gor, Thursday, and will report to
the Local Board, 492 Main street,
Rockland, at 9 a. m. that day. Be
cause one or more of the men named
above may not be inducted at the
induction station by the armed
forces, the following named men
may be required as replacements:
Samuel Hiram Beverage, Albert
Lewis Clerk, Woodbury Porter
Fales, Harley James Morrison and
Edwin Thomas Lofman.
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Recordings In Review

Columbia has the spotlight this
week, presenting the whole of the
following records in review. Num
ber cne is the first release by
Benny Goodman since he reorgan
ized his band. The . Henderson
Stomp (No. 35820) is the recoid of
the month which features a trum
pet chorus by Cootie Williams, a.
new addition to the Goodman band.
This is a number which places
Goodman's band up to its old-time
high and shows that he lost none
Among the 200 passengers on the cf the swing and gusto of old.

»

f

By GENERAL
ARED WHITE

You’ll thrill to the ex
ploits of Capt. Allan
Benning, U. S. G-2
Operative, to the clever
wiles of Mile. Lucette
Ducos, beautiful French
secret agent; to the
ruthless murder in the
heart of Van Hassek,
incognito head of Euro
pean armies masquer
ading as Mexi
can troops!

aground near Palm
were Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton
cf this city who were in passage for
California. The passengers were
taken eff yesterday and it was a
“terrible experience,” to quote from
the despatch received this morning
by Howard Dunbar, who is em
ployed by the Leightons. They
were taken eff the craft in a life
boat, the sea being so rough that
the Coast Guard beat which went
to tne rescue could net get along
side. Later they were transferred
to the Coast Guard boat, and even
tually found themselves at a Palm
Beach hotel, minus their baggage
and motor car.

Clarence Wyllie, city carpenter
and N. Y. A boys are fixing the
old garage at the city building into
new quarters to hcuse the new
patrol wagen. A floor and parti
tions are being built, and a new
door has> been cut. and as soon as
it is completed the pat/ol wagon
will be taken there from Sea View
garage. The new patrol wagon, a
picture of which appears in today’s
issue, is a three-quarter ton. Chev
rolet panel converted, and is a com
bination patrol and emergency car.
It Iras a first aid kit, folding cot
with air mattress, and is padded
with leather finish.

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 66ROCKLAND, ME.

The Comique Theatre present a
gala week of attractions. For Tues
day and Wednesday, for the first
and only showing in Knox County,
the theatre of hit treats presents
“Escape To Glory" with Pat
O'Brien and Constance Bennett.
This is the story oi a ship con
taining everyone from the riff-raff
cf society to the elite. This conglamerate mass is torpedoed and
the true nature of everyone is re
vealed. All exhibit their nature
and courage in a fascinating man
ner.
Its highlights include a
bombing at sea, entry into life
boats, the confusion after a ship is
known to be sinking. Pat OBrien,
as an embittered adventurer, gives
a remarkable performance and
Constance Bennett, as the woman
adventuress, proves a perfect foil.
Thursday and Friday ‘Northwest
Mounted Police” is coming, witii
Gary Cooper, Madeleine Carroll,
Paulette Goddard and Preston Fos
ter. It is a story of the Northwest
Mounted’s fight against thousand
of rebellious half-breeds to keep
Canada fro mbeing split asunder.
Gary Cooper is starred in one of
his greatest roles and lovely Made
leine Carroll is starred as a gallant
nurse. This picture includes fights
with the Indians and an impressive
scene in which Cooper captures a
gatling gun from the Indians.
Paulette Goddard is great as a half
breed beauty who falls in love with
the white man and her scene with
Lynn Overman, in which they
have a rough and tumble fight is
great. The dainty glamour girl
puts an argument in the way of
physical resistance to Overman
when he attempts to spank her for
stealing furs. The picture treats
that can't be beat are always found
at the Comique.

Another number by Goodman, ing one’s lady lives today only in
Beach, Fla., and incidentally a big twelve inch stage plays—and fraternity initia

army officers checked
the tactics. Read this
terrifying but enlight
ening serial—

Ambulance Service

Twenty-eight out of 47 appli
cants appeared for driving tests
yesterday, with 26 passing and two
failures. State Patrolman Harold
L. Mitchell and State Inspector
Del Sargent gave the tests. The
next tests will be given in March.

Comique Theatre

A blue light

flashes warning, and is on the roof
over the driver compartment, and
it is also equipped with a siden,

Columbia Red Seal, is The Man I
Love (No. 55001) with Helen Forrest
taking the spot in a nice vocaliza
tion, also done with his new band.
This is destined to become a Jazz
Masterwork, as Columbia has al
ready designated it.
Five O Clock Whistle (Okeh No.
5922) as recorded by Count Basie
and his orchestra is a good num- ,
ber. These records are not as high'
in quality as the Red Seal records
but this is a good disc. The piece
is a jump version by Don Redman
and is particularly fine in its swing
qualities.
Sliding back into the world of,
sweet swing, Eddy Duchin and his
orchestra bring I Give You My
Word (No. 35812). June Robbins
holds down the vccal position and
does an excellent job. From Ray
Noble comes Red Roof Ccttage (No.
35814) with a vocal chorus by Larry
Stewart. This is a grand number,
a smooth, sweet disc that is highly
enjoyable.
Somewhere (No. 35822) featuring
Kate Smith, is another of her
grand pieces that have thrEled mil
lions of listeners over the air and
is new recorded for posterity. From
the “Ice-capades of 1941” this is
destined to take top place among
the favorites in the ballad-world
of the nation
To those who love waltzes in all1
the coifusion of swing, Wayne King

Our
Book
Corner

The Man Who Bought the
Band Uniforms—Again a
Rockland Resident

Word has been received that
Agnes Newton Keith, author of
the Atlantic Non-Fiction Prize
Winner, “Land Below the Wind.”
became the moth of a boy in the
early Summer in Sandakan. North
Borneo. Young Henry George, she
confesses, has monopolized her
creative evergies fcr the past year,
but she expects to be working on
a new book shortly. Mrs. Keiths
husband is H. G. Keith. Conserva
tor of Forests and Director of Agri
culture in North Borneo.
• * * *
Phyllis
Bently
of Yorkshire, au
White.
Minnesota—Black on Aluminum. thor of ’’Inheritance," and other
Mississippi—White on Black.
novels, has been serving as a vol
Missouri—White on Black.
unteer ambulance driver. She ex
Montana—Blue on White.
pects to come to America for a
Nebraska—Blue on Orange.
lecture tour this month. Her lat
Nevada—Blue on Silver.
est novel is “The Power and the
New Hampshire—Green on White Glory"—published in England un
New Jersey—White on Black.
der the title “Farewell, Night;
New Mexico—Red on Yellow.
Welcome Day.’’
• * • *
New York—Black on Orange.
North Carolina—Gold on Black.
“H. M. Pulham, Esquire” by John
North Dakota—Black on Orange. P. Marquand and "Random Har
Ohio—White on Maroon.
vest” by James Hilton are two of
Oklahoma—White on Black.
many highlights on Little, Brown
Oregon—White on Green.
& Company s 1941 list. The MarPennsylvania—Yellow on Blue.
quad will be brought out as a
Rhode Island—Black on White.
Book-of-the-month Club selection
South Carolina—Black on Yellow. in the early Spring, and the James
South Dakota—Yellow on Black. Hilton on Jan. 23.
Tennessee—White on Black.
• • • •
Texas—Gold on Black.
Nina Fedorova, author of the
Utah—White on Black.’
best-seller “The Family” has re
Vermont—White on Blue.
turned to her home in Eugene
Virginia—White on Black.
Oregon, after a successful series
Washington—White on Green.
of autographing parties in leading
West Virginia—41940-41) Black on cities on the west coast. In the
Yellow: (1941-1942) Yellow on great number of letters she has
Black.
received the greatest number has
Wisconsin—Black on Yellow.
come from New York, although
Wyoming—Red on White.
Miss Fedorova confesses that the
Territories and Possessions
most charming came from Texas.
She received a collective letter
Alaska——White on Green.
from the Russian Grannies who
Canal Zone—Black on Orange.
cannot read English” with the re
Hawaii—Red on Gray.
quest that she translate her book
Philippines—Gold on Blue.
Puerto Rico—Black on Tan and into Russian. One of the pleasant
Blue.
est assignments she had while on
the Coast was a lecture in Russian
Canada Provinces
in the Russian-Center Club of San
Alberta—White on Black.
Francisco, the proceeds of which
British Columbia—Blue on White.
went to the Russian children in
Manitoba—Black on Yellow.
New Brunswick — Cream on Europe.
♦ « « ♦
Brown.
Great
care
is
taken in providing
Nova Scotia—Black on Ivory.
children
good
food.
Is equal care
Ontario—Green on White.
Prince Edward Island—Blue on taken in providing generously the
stories and pictures that will feed
Orange.
mental food of good books and
Quebec—White on Green.
their
thining? An abundance of
Saskatchewan—White on Vermil
children
’s book fare is available ln
lion.
these days—there is the children's
and “his Incomparable music” librarian, the kindergarten or ele
bring Caprice Viennois (No. 35826), mentary school teacher, or the ad
by Kreisler. The smooth way in visor in childrens bookshop who
which he gives a lilt to his music may be called upon for skilled
by an undercurrent of sax and help in planning worth-while book
experiences from earliest child
plucked violins is very pleasing.
Although the Christmas season hood on. A book corner for the
has passed, still it is good to hear child’s very own stimulates his in
old familiar carols. When these terest in books. Allowing a child
cards are presented on the chimes, to help choose a new book either
it is even more pleasing. Carol from the bookshop to be owned or
Noel presents two familiar carols, to be borrowed from the library is
Hark! The Herald Angels Sing; and another thought.
The translation cf “I Saw It
It Came Upon the Midnight Clear
Happen in Norway,” by President
(No. 36805).
With cold weather setting in, C. J. Hambro of the Norwegian
minds turn to warmer climes and Parliament, into Swedish forms an
inevitably, one of these places is Interesting sidelight on the situa
Hawaii. To those who can't go and tion in Sweden today. Tlie request
enjoy the Island melodies in per came by radio from a Swedish pub
son, Andy Iona and his orchestra lisher and was immediately grant
bring the pleasure of Island music. ed by Appleton-Century Company,
Included in theAloha Hawaii al American publishers.
bum (Set C-39) are: In an Old
Hawaiian Village; Island Serenade;
A Clean Sweep
Hoi Mai; Whispering Lullaby.
The gallant custom of serenad

steamship Manhattan, which went

Twelve regular

Ambulance Servic*

Last weeks blizzard put 82 extra
men working on the city streets,
some working two days and others
one day. Saturday was pay day,
a great percentage of the money
going back into the tax assessor’s
cffice.

joyed a grand afternoon of skat

Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming

|i. ARGE
CAN

Alabama—Black on Yellow.
Arizona—Black on Copper.
Arkansas—Green on Aluminum.
Californian-Orange cn Black,
volorado—Yellow on Black.
Connecticut—Black on Alumi
num.
Delaware—Gold on Blue.
District of Columbia—Yellow on
Black.
Florida—Red on White.
Georgia—Yellow cn Blue.
Idaho—Black on Yellow.
Illinois—Yellow cn Black.
Indiana—White on Blue.
Iowa—Black on White.
Kansas—Gold on Red.
Kentucky—Black cn Aluminum.
Louisiana----- Black on White.
Maine----- Red on Aluminum.
. Maryland—Black on Aluminum.
Massachusetts—White on Green.
Michigan, Full Year—White on
Maroon.
Michigan, Half Year—Maroon on

Dr. J. h. Damon cf 153 Limercck street has recently had a
telephone installed the number toe
ing 1357.

Rockland's pulse this mornir.g
was beating at an average of 10
degrees below zero, and a brisk
northwest breeze was making
things far from comfy. Rideout
may be able to offer some consola
tion but the blue sky and continu
ance of northwest wind was far
from reasuring. We will get our
Early* responses to invitations
10 cents worth if the Maine Farm
mailed out last week indicate that
ers Almanac is correct about a well over 300 fair men, horsemen,
warm spell Thursday and Friday. business men, and others vitally
interested in the welfare of agri
Rev. Dr. John Smith Lowe is ex cultural fairs, will be in atten
pected home from a Boston hos dance at the 30th annual meeting
pital next Saturday.
of the Maine Association of Agri
cultural Fairs to be held at Au
Dr Rupert L. Stratton has moved gusta Friday, George 6. Williams,
to the Congdon residence on Beech President of the State Association
street, which he recently bought. stated. The Association held its an
nual meeting in this city a year
A benefit supper and beano party ago.
will be sponsored by Megunticook
Grange in Camden Thursday, for
The Girl Scouts are helping at
the building fund of Owl's Head the Community food fair this year
Grange.
by taking charge of the grab booth.
The girls have already started
Dennis Cronin, 71, died yester soliciting and will be pleased if
day. The body lies at the home of folks will have their "white ele
his sister, Mrs. Mary L. LaCrosse, phants” all ready for them. This
28 Grace street. Funeral services coming Saturday the Scouts have
will be held Wednesday morning at a pie sale at the Burpee Furniture
9 o'clock, from St. Bernard’s Store with Mrs. Floyd Reams in
Church.
charge assisted by Scouts and
Capt. Trask. The girls plan to
The Senior YP.C.U. held its have all kinds of pies, so select
regular meeting at the Universalist yours early. The girls are already
Church Sunday night at 7 p. m. making plans for a day's outing at
After tlie devotionals led by Hazle the Camden Snow Bowl the first
Bolin, an important business meet of February.
ing was held. The coming Y P.C.U.
Central District Get-Together at
BORN
Auburn was discussed at length. A
Ladd—At Cincinnati. Jan. 12. to Mr.
transportation committee was ap and Mrs. E. Clifford Ladd, a daughter.
pointed for this event—Kay Weed
MARRIED
and Alice Bohn. Young People’s
Bird-Till—At
Brunswick. Nov
9.
Sunday was set for the first Sunday Elmer Sidney Bird. II and Virginia
Till, both ol Rockland.
in February and will be in com
plete charge of the Y P.C.U. Also,
DIED
Maker At Rockland, Jan. 14. Wood
the week of February 16th was set
bury Maker of Ash Point. Funeral
for a costume party. Two persons, Thursday
at 2 o'clock from the Rus
funeral home. Interment at Ash
Eleanor Tracy and Dorothy Good- sell
Point.
Crabtree—At South Hope. Jan. 12.
now applied for membership to
A. Crabtree, aged 87 years. 4
the union. Mrs. Bowley kindly act Frank
months, 23 days. Funeral Wednesday
at
2
o
’
clock at residence. Interment
ed as chaperone.
in West Rockport.

•est

Enter Dr. Damon

The Number Plates

Camera Fiends, All of Them

Daniel Adams of the Central
Maine Company staff is recovering
from pneumonia in Knox Hospital.
Jan. 16 —Thomaston— Kodachrome
nicture show at High School audl
tjrium. auspices Alumni Ass’n.
Jan. 17—Educational Club meets at
Grand Armv hall.
Jan
17—South Warren—Joint In
stallation of Good Will and White
oak Granges.
Jan 21—Union High School Min
stre'.s at Town Hall.
jan 21-23—Lewiston—Annual Farm
and Trade Show at the Armory.
jan. 23 Annual banquet of Cam
den Chamber of Commerce at Masonic
Hall.
Feb 26—Ash Wednesday; Lent be-
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tions. But the music of the Sere
nade is a changleess thing. It will
live and be enjoyed forever. Wladimir Selinsky and his String Ensem
ble bring a group of undying sere
nades in Serenades (album C-37).
Included are numbers from Schu
bert. Romberg, Roberts and Cha
minade.

for the New Year
at a Bargain!

Rockland. Jan. 10.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I noticed in a late edition where
it said that Dr. J. H. Damon was
one of the members of the old
Rockland Military Band.
Yes,
that is right. I guess most of the
oldtimers are now gone, but it
brought to my mind an incident
which occurred at that time. I
was in p barber shop some 15 or 20
years after the band had been sus
pended, and Ed. Ingraham (who
also played in the band) made the
remark, pointing to me: “There i?
a man who fitted out a whole band
with uniforms.” And he was right.
We had a band meeting, and Mr.
Hall said: “We have a number of
jobs coming off. We have a job
to play Decoration Day, for the
Commandcry, and Fourth of Jui/,
and some other dates, but we
haven't got suitable uniforms. We
haven’t any money in the treasury.
What can we do about the uni
forms?”
I thought the matter over, and
said: “I will buy the uniforms, and
you can give me a joint note and
pay me as you get pay for the
jobs." This was done. Every man
was measured for a uniform. So on
Decoration Day every man was
dressed up with a new uniform.
As I remember it, Mr. Hall col
lected the money and kept It for
me and carried out the contract
to the letter. So, naturally, I felt
interested when I read about the
old band of former days.
Well, folks, I may have more to
say later, as I am now a resident
of Rockland. Have moved back
from the farm in Waldoboro, and
am now at my residence, 153 Limerock street; and if you should
want to talk things over, call up
and see me, either at my residence
or at my place of business, over
Newberry’s Five and Ten. You
see you won’t have to go clear over
to Waldoboro to find me now, as
I am now a resident of your beau
tiful city. Yes, and I will explain
to you why I quit the farm.
Dr. J. H. Damon,
Dentist.

George I. Shaw, head of the State
Safety Division will be the Lions’
speaker tomorrow. Will have a
timely message.

It was announced this morning
that Kennebec County had been
added to the Fifth Medical District
and that the new headquarters
of the health center will be trans
ferred to the Vickery & Hill pub
lishing house on Chapel street, Au
gusta. The other counties in the
district are Knox Lincoln, Sagada
hoc and! Waldo. The district is
ably cared for by Dr. Laughlin of
Damariscotta.
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Even with bills on

your mantle^ you can

afford a new o’coat
We know that the same postman

\^ho

brought

your

Christmas

cards also brought you some “bill

FULLER

FIBER

BROOM
Voted most popular
by millions of women.
It takes the hard
work out of
sweeping.

rendereds.”
Still we say you can squeeze in
an o’coat and here’s why we think
so . . .

Grand O’coats Now
are down to

$20.75, $23.75, $29.75
WALDO THEATRE

and $37.50

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

TUESDAY ONLY, JAN. 14

showung you a saving of
$4.25 to $7.50
per garment

% GALLON FULLUSTRE
$)39

BABY SANDY
Stuart Erwin, Edgar Kennedy
Keeps hard<

in

a

Sandy Gets Her Man”

WED.-THURS., JAN. 15-16

JUDY GARLOND
in
with
George Murphy, Geo. Winninger

X,”

Foyle,” “Hudson’s Bv."

leum floors
looking their
best. Easily
applied. Dries

FULLUSTRE

stum f $$ floor foush

bright without

“Little Nelly Kelly”

Coming: “Comrade

wood and lino

“Kitty

All broken lots of
SUITS
from $16.50 to $29.75
with proportional savings

MACKINAWS

$6.95 to $9.95
that were $10 and $12

polishing.

CALL TODAY— OFFER LIMITED

FLORIAN CLARK
Local Dealer
93 Limeroek St. Tel. 431-W

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294
41C MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

Every-Other-Day
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Subtle Approach Proves
Successful to Salesman

FEATURED WARREN’S CHRISTMAS

.‘tic s /
’ ■
e

EAST WALDOBORO

Mr and Mrs John A. Riaes and
WALDOBORO
daughter Madeline were dinner
£
She opened the door suspiciously,
ft ft xa
guests Wednesday at
Milton
and when she saw on the step a
Creamer s at the village
ALENA L. STARRETT
MRS LOUISE mhueb
cheerful young man with a tuitcasg
Recent callers at L. L. Marks
Correspondent
Oor.-ospondtal
in h.s hand she began to close it
were Mrs GJmore Noyes. Mrs.
ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft ft
' again.
Harold
Levensaler. Mrs. James
"One
moment
madam!
”
he
ex

Tel.
49
Tel. an
claimed. “I am not an insurance
Hem of Jefferson. Mr. and Mrs C
F Jackson cf Scuth Waldoboro
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Fogg of canvasser, and I don't want to sell i Coasting conditions have been
you toilet preparations, stockings, j ideal the past week, slick going
ana Mrs. Err.es* Robinson of Por
Bangor were visitors Sunday at the books, or, indeed, anything of that
!
land.
and
a
big
moon.
Young
people
heme of Mr and Mrs. B O. Miller. 1 sort.”
Sa/e o/
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Henry Wilson of
She hesitated, the door half closed. of the towm have been sliding
Jasper J Stahl has returned to
North Leeds were holiday guests
He continued, earnestly: "I do nearly every night.
Fotstown. Penn. after passing a
at
the home of her parents Mr.
not
represent
a
sewing-machine
Mrs. Marjorie Gepnart who was
vacation at his home in town.
GOSSARD’S
company, nor one selling gramo- I guest of Mr ar.d Mrs Edward Hall
and Mrs T. T. Black
Miss Joan Bumheimer, Miss phones or electric cleaners.”
Frederick Scott has been visit
in Caribou several days, returned
Mary Steele, Miss Elizabeth Jame
The door began to open again.
ing relatives in Fort Fairfield.
Famous
son and Miss Mary Miller visited
‘‘I am neither collecting rates nor home Friday. Her son John re
Miss
Bessie
Reed
cf
the
village
mained
in
Caribou
to
resume
the
the Snow Bow; in Camden, Satur asking subscriptions for a charity
called Sunday cn Mi-s Ellie Mark
i —I find it hard enough to make a sled dog trip across the State as
day.
Arthur Nickerson who has been
*
living
for
myself.
”
soon
as
Perry
Greene,
who
has
James Young of Portland spent
These reassurances had their ef been ill with the influenza is tb’e
visiting
at G. J. Mar.k s returned
the weekend at the home of Mr. fect, and she opened the door wide
recently
to Methuen. Mass.
and Mrs. Lawrence Weston.
The young man continued eager to do so.
Edwin
Mank. Richard Berner.
Oth ers elected in the Con gr eg a--,
Miss Helen Oldis of Rockland ly: “I am not seeking your support
FOUNDATIONS
Miss
Althea
and Miss Isabel Rokes
passed the weekend with her par for any political party or any other tional Ladies’ Circle are: Presi
of Camden motored to Boston re
organization.”
ents Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Oldis.
dent. Mrs. Mary Moore; vice presi
cently.
‘ What in the world,” she said, dents. Mrs Nancy Clark. Mrs. Lil
Roland Rackliff, daughter Miss
“
do
you
want
then?
”
Otto Bowden. Jr., of Fort McEthel Rackliff. Mr. and Mrs. Ro
lian Mathews; secretary
Miss
The young man smiled engaging
; Kinley spent the weekend with his
land O Rackliff and Richard Perry'
Frances Spear; treasurer, Mrs.
ly
of Rockland were callers Sunday
■ parents.
"A-ah!” he exclaimed. “I see that Carrie Wyllie; penny collector.
Miss Dorothy Orff has been visitat Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welts.
I have interested you. I represent Mrs. Nancy Clark; ticket seller
ts
NL
ing relatives in Massachusetts.
bitj’
Mr and Mrs. Stewart Heming a firm which deals in photographic Mis. Eleanor Barrett.
Miss Marjorie Turner passed the
way of Syracuse, N Y, were week enlargements.”
Mr. and Mrs. William H Rob
weekend with her parents Mr. ar.d <<
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
inson entertained at a supper party
Regular $5 00 Value
Mrs. A Turner Scuth Liberty and Jul
Cooney.
Friday. Mr and Mrs. Sidney Vinal.
End
of
Rails
was in Augusta Saturday.
w
Charles Rowe, Jr. has employ
Modem concrete highways and and Mr and Mrs Willis R Vinal.
Gcssard’s famous pc ire and figure corrective garmen’s are
Mr. ar.d Mrs Harvey Cccrr.bs ar.d
ment in Boston.
buses and trucks with their more
Mrs Isa Teague will be chair
amazingly
low priced for this semi-annual event This is net a
children of Brunswick were calleconomic operation are sounding the man of the public supper to be
High School Notes
clearance cf old stock, but handsome new fabric and fine elastics,
ers
Sunday
at
Lester
Mark
s
Mg
knell of the Indiana Railroad served Thursday at the Mont
The Student Council has voted death
specially treated lor this money saving sale The patented
LaForest I Mank Edwin and
interurban system, once the largest
He looks rather fierce, does this Christinas Eve. bringing great cheer
gomery rooms.
to sponsor a program on the Maine in the United States.
M.sSimplicity* back strap feature pulls diagonally to slenderize
Miss Allison Stackhcuse has en- Santa Claus, but the wrinkled brows to the inmates, and putting the Margaret Mar.k visited last TuesSchools on the Air Feb. 2, Group
Soon the company will have left
the waist, uplift the bust and flatten the abdomen. Don t miss
fimshing touches to the Finnish i day with Mrs Annie Wallace and
pictures will be taken this year by only about 200 miles of operating tered Eastern Maine General Hos- and stem features ‘what you can
this
opportunity to save 20T to 3O'« on your net* foundation
a representative from the Cullen traction lines, where once existed pjtal School of Nursing in Bangor see of them» furnish an entirely children’s Christmas party at Glover Capt and Mrs. Lew Wallace in
w ardrobe!
hall
Friendship.
3,000 miles of track.
she was graduated from the St
Studio.
wrong
idea
of
Henry
Marr
Sr.
wnoj
Had
anybody
mentioned
the
Red
Miss
Priscilla
Hanna.
R
N.
of
The situation today is a far cry John N B
1938
Reg U S. Put Off : Put. Nos l.a53.1&S-!.&>J,S80
This cast for the Freshman play,
from conditions at the turn of the ard was a student for one year at impersonated the harbinger of Yule- Sox to him it is quite likely that he Portland was guest of her mother
‘•Bargains in Haircuts,” has been century when the Indiana and oth
chosen: Althea Hilton, Chesley er interurban lines started to op- Ricker Junior College in Houlton tide at Warren- delighting all of j would have stepped out of costume, Mrs Ethel Hanna the past week
Steele, Jeanette Boggs. Ernest Fitz- |! erate. There were practically no She is the only daughter of Rev. the juveniles and mystifying them and then the secret would have Mrs. Har.na. Miss Priscilla Stanton.
and Mrs. David Oxton were
with his Dewhiskered countenance been out of the bag.
gerald, Maynard Eugley, Edrlnea hard roads then, no automobiles, no and Mrs. William Stackhouse.
It
will
always
be
a
fine
old
world
quests
Wednesday cf Mrs. Eva
Mr
Marr
is
a
prison
guard
but
trucks
or
buses.
Electric
lines
blos

Howell. Stage Managers are Ralph
Several members of the Baptist
locked
within
his
ample
breast
is
a
just
so
long
as
there
are
men
like
Masters,
Round Pend
somed
like
dandelions
all
over
the
Genthner and Richard Osier. The
Church are planning to attend the
In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
Henry
Marr
going
around
and
‘
Recent
visitors at the C. Bowers'
Midwest
spirit
of
kindness
and
geniality
prompter is Arliene Foster.
district
Men
and
Boys'
Banquet
to
When the last interurban rolled
Advertisements In thle column n<*
,
which one does not usually associ spreading Joy not only at Christmas home were Mrs. S. W. Little and
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The New Harbor choir is ■
a play “The New Minister Ai
at the Surf Casino in the
future.
Mr. and Mrs. Ncrman Ke!
daughter of South Bristol
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VINALHAVEN
USE'S

CAVALCADE OF AMERICA

C. LANS
Correspondent

Pane Five
Our Grange Corner

A FAMILY OF WARRIORS

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

“Wild Bill” Hickok

MRS OSCAR

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester: WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC. Hart

By Dr. Frank Monaghan

atio.i of officers cf Mose,
Webster Lodge, F AM will be heid
T icre will also be work

ididates .
f w Johnson ha.s employment i
mouth; Mass.
Ralph Earle. Forrest Maker'
licence Bennett who have
.
New York nnd Philadelphia
b‘<:
weekend, are expected to!
home today.
M: Thomas Lloyd went Friday
Be. ten where she will visit rela-

7

tl'.’

i

Mary Neilson will be hostess
to the Knit-Wit Club
wiil be served.
Lum
Mother and Daughter Club
M' nriay with Mrs. Langtry
M.

t

y-,\

Mr

W. Y. Fcssett visited Thurs- ,
n Rockland.

Mr

Robert Arey is vLsiting her.
<; Mrs. Franklin Hopkins In

$7sS'

NDFOUND
n bills lost between First
re .nifl Knox St Liberal
IL 360. City.__________ 6-It

I- hereby given of the leas
h k numbered 2017 and
?f nd book asks for dupli
ar nee w th the provision
I aw SECURITY TRUST
uvea Branch, Jan. 14 1941
6 Tu-12

■e with three rooms and
73 Park St Center store
week V F STUDLEY.
__________________ 6-tf
’-room apartment with
In a St., Thomaston, for
after

Feb.

lusty or thrilling than the settle

ment and civilizing of the West.
’1 lie great migration into rich re
gions that lay beyond the Missis
sippi came chiefly after the Civil
War.
These were
the frontier;
despair when
mingled and

the fabulous days of
days of hope and of
good men and bad
contended for rich

ir

prizes; days of opportunity and of
violence; nights of gambling, drink
ing and sudden death. It was a |

■

colorful and romantic period of
American history and from it have
emerged many legendary figures.

Of all these extraordinary figures
none is more legendary and, at the
tame time, more authentic than
that of James.Butler Hickok. better
known to history as “Wild Bill"
Hickok. In his youth he was one of
the best shots In Illinois. In 1855
he went to Leavenworth, Kansas,
and agitated against slavery forces.
He became the driver of a stage
coach over the old Santa Fe Trail.
During the Civil War he served the
North as a spy and a scout. He
was many times captured and sen
tenced to be shot but each time he
escaped in a blaze of glory.
In 1866 he was appointed United
States Marshal at Fort Riley, Kan
sas, a raw and turbulent town in

James Butler Hickok
amounts of stolen property. He ren
dered invaluable service as a scout

under Custer, Hancock and Sheri
dan in the bitter Indian war.
In 1871 he was Marshal of Abi
lene. Kansas, the great shipping
point tor Texas cattle. He ruled it
with an iron hand and for the first
lime the far frontier came to know
a reign of justice under law.
“Wild Bill'* was quiet, handsome
and fascinating; there was nothing
cf the border bully about him. He
never shot a man except in selfwild country four defense or in line of duty. He joins
!,’e and five hun- the Cavalcade of America because
1 many thieves he first brought law to the lawless
-u recovered vast frontier.

IBLE5

1,1911-1 .&X),983

> ■

/VI’ the many chapters in the epic
Ar story ot America none is more

F dine Calderwood returned I
from Rockland.
Rt cent’y at Union Church par- :
Rev. Kenneth Cook was i
p.e. wtiy surprised by a group of j
fu nci and neighbors in honor of
the niifht rf ,
hniidi « .1
b.rthday anniversary. Games
died 1
wire enjoyed and lunch was served.
and
Rebecca Duncan left Monday to
t ru Cambridge City Hospital '
School of Nursing.
.
M narda Council of Pocahontas ,
i c;n a cat
Saturday at Red Men's |
;
music by Greenlaw's orchestra. !
Capt. Frank Rossiter Jr. of
ui’
Cana en. who lias been guest of
.(
a
it .ttivt.s in town has returned
heme.
„ I
Dining the recent schcol vacation
?,I. s Helen Orcutt visited her
friends in Philadelphia, Mr. and
Mi
Parker Stone formerly of .
I North Haven.
ON CHEESE MARKET DAY IN LEICESTERMarguerite Chapter, O.E.S. will '
THE TOWN CRIER USED TO CO THROUGH
hold the annual iunstallation of |
THE STREETS RECITING A LIST OF FINES
FIVE NEEDLES WERE CONSIDERED
officers Jan. 20, p.DGM. EleaA FAIR PRICE FOR A 30 POUND
that would be imposed upon the
:• r Gregory will be installing offiSALMON BY INDIANS ALONG THE', SELLERS OF INFERIOR CHEESE.
|(t: a ; led by Grand Marshal
YUKON, BACK IN THE "5IATIES:' j.’.v
II Nr.a Ames The installation will
ii
I be private and a banquet will follow
f)
1 ___________ ___ Y
1 tiie ceremonies.
i'll1 3' TE w
I’.\
Stanley Conway, son of Mr. and
tewl ® I'll @
M; Max Conway, who is taking
t
' 11
| practical course in salesmanship
Af ;$,i
in tlie southern states, met with a
wffl
i
pie,!.-mt surprise wh*e in Norfolk.
|V. In visiting seme of the homes
II iH-Ls-i
• I'
introducing his line of woik in that
V
city, lie found two families who
were former residents cf Vinalhaven. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ewell and
Mr. and Mrs. John Mae-Naughton,
who were glad tc welcome a boy
I from their home town.
AN ANCIENT CUSTOM OF HOUSEHOLD
IN THE GARDEN OF HIS BEAUTIFUL
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will j
HOSPITALITY, STILL OBSERVED IN CHINA,
TUSCAN
VILLA,
PLINY
OFTEN
SUPPED
hold annual meeting and election of
IS
TO PROFFER WINE TO ALL GUESTS
AT THE BASIN OF A FOUNTAIN. THE
I officers Jan. 16.

Mi

t. i, i.i\

fr< t:v? garments are
event. This is not a
tries and line elastics,
sale
The patented
|go:iall\ to .slenderize
Ibdumen Don’t miss
: new foundation

ford; WEAN, Providence: WLBZ, Bangor.

of Yale University
Historical Consultant
for Cavalcade of America

1

LEE W

48. Warren.
5-tf
Ell heated apartment to
. Main St.. TEI, 693 5-7
ird $7 per week. CAL6 Knox St, City.
4*6
'implied apt. to let;
84 Crescent St. 4*6
■n.-hed. heated apt
'tic hot water. At 15
mt this week. H. M
318-W________________ 4-tf
unfurnished apartments
ated Inquire H S.
723-R______________ 3-tf
at irtment to let, modern
hard wood floors. Three
nd kitchenette.
Apply
)n St . or TEL 158
157-tf
3 r m furnished apt to
ci St Inquire at 12 WARJ A M ES_ ST.________ 151-tf
room and bath to,
FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
1-tf
;NT to let at 9 Limerock
at PEOPLE'S LAUNDRY.

LLANEOUS
UNO- hogs, beef, veal, also
de <.f district meat stamp
Pint class work
WILLIAM J. ANDERSON
‘1 Thomaston 165-13
5-7
Pep Up Body lacking
iin BI Take Ostrex Tonic
Vim
Introductory" sire
write C H MOOR & CO
tr good drug stores.
3*11
permanents in your home;
d and dried, |3 and up
n 13 only. For appoint
1091 W________________ PS
r rugs and hand knitting.
I knitting directions free.
’ "HT. Harmony, Me. 156-10

nd Chicks

I

NEW HARBOR
Mr and Mrs. Victor Vincent and
-on John of Damariscotta called
Friday cn friends in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Elliott will
I >ave Thursday for St. Petersbuig.
I Fla where they will spend the re| mainder of the Winter.
Tiie Red Men will hold installa
tion of officers Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Curtis and
family are among these in town
ill with influenza.
Tlie New Harbor choir is to give
a plav "Tlie New Minister Arrives"
at the Surf Casino in the near
I future.
| Mr and Mrs. Ncrman Kelsey and
daughter of South Bristol spent

AS THEY ARRIVE, WITH-THE GREETING,
“MAY IT BENEFIT YOU,”OR A SIMILAR

LARGER DISHES OF FOOD WERE
PLACED ON THE RIM-THE SMALLER
FLOATED ON THE WATER.

WISH.

__PflmOUS COURITIETS OF Historv
BRllLAT-SAVARlN, MOST FAMOUS AUTHORITY ON FOODS, DESCRIBES THE
CHARACTERISTICS OF PERFECT GOURMETS THUS: “THEY HAVE BROAD
FACES, SPARKLING EYES,
SMALL FOREHEADS, SHORT
o ear'
NOSES, FULL UPS AND
ROUND CHINS? J

Ml

Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Gilbert.
Mrs. Cheever Prentice spent
Sunday with her mother Mrs. Har
rington in South Bristol.
Mr. and Mrs. Tracey Howe of
Rockland spent the weekend with

her parents Mr. and Mrs. Plumner
Leeman.
The Willing Workers entertained
at an all day session Thursday.
Minot Little. Frank Munsey, and
Melville Lewis were in Rockland
on business Friday.

wnsswo.

xj 'IT

Upper left, Micha Howard: upper right, Angelc Howard; lower left, John
L. Howard; lower right, Willard F. Howard

When they begin listing patriotic i “Well, I guess you'll do." said the
families the Howards of Washington recruiting officer. And away to the
and Union will have a place of wars went Angelo.
honcr away up in the king row.
Just to prove that his desire to
Their fame as warriors began dur fight for his country was no passing
ing the late unpleasantness between fancy he re-enlisted after the Civil
the North and the South, which his- , War was over, and entered the Reg
tory records as the Civil War.
ular Army, with which he journeyed
The late Micah Howard of Wasn- westward to the Dakotas and be
ington enlisted on the Union side ; yond. helping quell Indian uprisings.
and had not been in the service a He retired after 30 years of service.
great while before along came his
Next we find Angelo Howard’s
son, the late Angelo Howard, who son, John L. Howard, now of Union,
was not quite 15 years old, but old J serving with that gallant organiza
enough to know that he wasn't go- I tion known as the 303d Heavy Field
ing to let his daddy shoulder all Artillery, playing its important part
the responsibility for the Howard i in the vital battle of the MeuseArgonne and several other battles n
family.
Recruiting officer looked the lad! the Worve offensive. He was with
up and down. There was no mistak- ; the American Expeditionary forces
ing the boy's patriotism or determi- t 19 months, attaining the rank of
nation, but there was no disguising J Corporal, and had satisfaction of
his youth, and the recruiting officer ■ meeting and shaking hands with
Gen. John J. Pershing at Camp de
told him he wouldn’t do.
Whereupon young Angelo, not yet! Souge.
Like almost all other Legionnaires
turned 15, burst into tears—tears of
he feels now. as he did then, sorry
bitter disappointment.
The group gathered around re that the Allies didn’t mop Germany
cruiting headquarters was manifest up while it was on the run.
ly in sympathy with the Washing
Comes new the fourth generation
ton boy. And so was the recruiting in this family of soldiers—Willard F
officer, himself.
Howard, who is with Battery F of
the 240th Coast Artillery Regiment
“Let’s see your hands,” said he.
Tears vanished, and the boy eager- 1 at Fort McKinley, and whose en
ly outstretched brenzed hands, hard- ' gagement to a very nice Union girl
ened with the toil of farm labor, was announced in our Saturday
issue.
and exposure to the elements.

MONHEGAN

STONINGTON

The Red Cross workers met at
the home of Miss Elva Brackett
Saturday night. Tney are working
on their fifth allotment cf yarn.
Frank Hallowell, of Boothbay
Harbor, has returned to the island.
He will continue his duties as Fish
Warden during the open lob
ster season. Mr. Hallowell is stay
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Dwight Stanley.
Henry and Dwight Stanley have
returned from a visit to the main

Many pupils are out of school
cn account of grippe.
Among the students returning tc
college and other schools are: Ver-

land.

<•< •

S Reds — Rocks, Crosses
isive pep und profit ability.
Pullorum Clean. Custo'• i enthusiastic. Pullet
1 breeds There are good
> in free catalogue Write
CLEMENTS BROTHERS
3. Winterport, Me._____ _
approved Pullorum
hicks Parmenter Strain
nd roosters, heavy layers
9LLINS. Hallowell. Me
2*10
hicks for sale, hatched
id hens; also day old
h
W H TOLMAN.
Teh 153_________
15«-tf
hl Chicks for sale. U. S
Ln Write or phone M M
icmaston. St Oeorge Rd <
Tenants Harbor 56-14
3‘R

#5

Two Gloucester trawlers visited
the island this week enroute to the
home market.
Ernest Wincapaw has returned
'rom a visit to Rockland.
Capt. George Gilbert, of New
Harbor, called at the island this
week in the lobster smack Willard
and Daggett. Dealers are still
paying £2 cents a pound for lob
sters.
Virginia Stanley, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Stanley, cele
brated her 13th birthday Wednes
day.
The family, and school
teacher. Mrs. Geraldine Given were
present.

Owing to a severe northeast
storm some of the holiday revelers
did not return to their various
duties last week. Virginia Rich-

4fc'»» -

AMERICA
CfnrqrflUi

ROCKLAND, ME.
Service to:
Vinalhaxen. North Haven. Ston
ington. Isle au Haut. Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro

CKLE-EDGED

DDING

itations

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice,

exquisite wedding an
>nts or invitations you
r teen are now on dis
' engraving department
ved announcements or
S8.95 50 deckle edged
emenlf or invitations.
35. Prices INCLUDE th»

Postage Extra

URIER-GAZETTE

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

By General ARED WHITE
© *. WHIIl

WNU SINVICI

"Overhead the Hock was growing.”

Read This Story in The Courier-Gazette
Starting Next Tuesday

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven. Ar. 3.30
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
119-tf

ardson returned to Portland Tues
day. Thomas and Natalie Orne
left the island Saturday. Miss
Richardson will join them on their
visit in Boston.
The Junior Audubon Club met
Friday. Members are; Philip and
William Orne, Jeanette and Vinal
Foss, Jr., Walter Green, Priscilla
and Anita Burton, Henley Day, Jr.
Nancy Singer, Norman Davis, Vir
ginia and Enid Stanley, Leonebel
Connaway, James White. Sherman
Stanley, Betty Field, Betsy Pierce,
and Constance Given. Members of
the now year-old club are making
records of migratory and Winter
birds.
Jay Connaway has recently
bought the Gull Cove property
owned by Mrs. Manville Davis. He
is building a 12x24 foot studio,
Henry Stanley is employed as car
penter. Mr. Connaway, a marine
artist, visited the island in 1931
Finding the island a suitable sub
ject for his work he later returned
with his wife, and daughter. Since
1934 the Connaways have been
year-round residents.
Raymond Orne visited his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Orne.
this week. Mr. Orne has been em
ployed with the Walsh Construc
tion Co., for the past three months,
in Buzzards Bay, Mass.

Odorless Hair Remover
Amazing new white
cosmetic cream —
painless, economic
al, easy and pleasant
to use. Not irritating
to normal, healthy
•kin. NA1R removes
hair and fuzz close
to skin. No bad odor
— leaves skin soft,
clean, fragrant.

b’ NAIR

Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
met Saturday with Pleasant Valle?
Grange in Rockland. The annual
reports show this Pomcna to be ir
very good financial condition. Mrs
Mildred Philbrook, acting a» lec
turer, presented the following pro
gram:
Greeting, F. L. S. Morse, past mas
ter of host Grange: response. Past
Pomcna Master Nathan Hopkins of
Megunticook Grange; roll call;
My New Year's Resolution, members
cf host Grange; speaker. Brother
Carl Piper. C.C.C. Campc. Camden
hymn. Rev. Kenneth Cassens, Rock
land; reading. Brother George Cun
ningham. Glen Cove; and vocal solo.
Myron Young of Rockland.
The degree of Pomona was con
ferred on Esther Munroe of Penob
scot View Grange. After a fine sup
per the installation took place with
Mrs. Nellie L. Hascall of Auburn
secretary of the Maine State Grange
as installing officer. She was ably
assisted by Insurance Deputy Fred
Young and Charles Hascall. both of
Auburn as marshals; Edna Young,
juvenile deputy, and Frieda Young
both of Auburn, as regalia and
emblem bearers,'and Mrs. Elizabeth
Vinal of Rockland as installing
chaplain.
Music was furnished by Al. Marsh
and Mrs. Cleo Hopkins. The hall wa.s
attractively decorated in white and
silver. The following were installed
in a very impressive manner:
Pomona — Master, Myron E
Young; Overseer. Earl Racklifl; Lec
turer, Mildred Philbrook; Steward,
Edward Tolman; Asst. Steward. Ed
win Tyler; Chaplain, Eunice Morse;
secretary, Scott Rackliff; treasurer,
Leola Robinson; Gatekeeper, Fred
Rice; Pomona, Florence Young;
Ceres, Lillian Rackliff; Flora. Hazel
Clark; L. A. Steward. Edith Sheldon;
executive
committee
member,
Charles E. Gregory.
Pleasant Valley—Master, Ray
mond L. Anderson; Overseer. Eliza
beth Passon; Lecturer, Florence
Young; Steward.------- ; Asst. Stew
ard, Frederick Bartlett; Chaplain.
Rev. Kenneth Cassens; secretary.
Etta Anderson; treasurer, F. L. S.
Morse; Gate-keeper, Joseph Ham
lin; Pomona, Vallie MacLaughlin,
Ceres, Edna Harvey; Flora, ------- ;
L. A. Steward, Rosalie Hawey.
The Steward. Flora and executive
member of Pleasant Valley Grange
were absent due to illness.
Florence Young, lecturer of the
host Grange, presented the follow
ing program; Reading, Albert MacPhail; harmonica solo. Joseph Ham
lin; duet, Rev. and Mrs. Kenenth
Cassens: comedy skit, Elizabeth
Passon; and solo by Jackie Passon.
juvenile Grange member.
The next meeting will be held at
Megunticcok Grange hall in Cam
den, Feb. 8, with Capt. Ralph Pol
lard as guest speaker, on the sub
ject "Have Faith In America.'’ The
new year books will be distributed
at this time.
The lecturer of Pleasant Valley
Grange offers the following program
for tonight: Opening song; poem,
Rosalie Harvey; barnyard calls, by
all; discussion, led by Myron
Young; poem. Edna Harvey; short
story, Vallie MacLaughlin; current
events. Etta Anderson; closing song.
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Grange will
hold its annual installation Saturday
afternoon, Jan. 18. All members
are requested to be present.
nette Noyes and Norma Tewks
bury to Becker College; Thurlow
Pitts, Mary and Paul Billings tc
University of Maine; Betty Barter,
Colby College; Grace Gross, Cas
tine; Mary Coombs, Portland Busi
ness College.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Randlett
are occupying the Alex Davidson
rent.
Mrs. Matie Spaulding has returned
to Thomaston after visiting the
Robert Spauldings.
Mrs. Dorothy Conley is out again
after an attack of the grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. James Coombs have
returned to Burlington, Vt.
Kizzie Black of South Brooksville
Is employed at the home of Robert
McGuire.
Miss Florence Mixer has returned
to her teaching position in Gorham
Mrs. Arthur Eaton is employed a*
the home of Lloyd Powers.
Mrs. Francis McGuire and in
fant son Jeremiah are home from
Rochester. N. H.
Elsa Bartlett has returned to
Cambridge to resume her studies at
the Lesley School.
Mrs. Belle Trask is employed at
Gordon MacKay's.
Mrs. Linnie Billings is visiting her
sister in Greenwich, Conn.
Stanley Trott Is home from Med
ford, where he passed the holidays.
Mrs. Maurice Freedman is visiting
relatives in Boston.
Laura Stevens is employed in the
post office.

We’re swapping bright ideas nnd mixture over six or more drained
short cuts today, hoping one or halves of the peaches or pears..
two of them will be new to you and Chill several hours. Drain and
save time or money or both. (It place a half of peach on lettuce.
wen t really be a "swap” until you Fill hollow of fruit with cream
?heck back with a few discoveries cheese. Garnish with mayonna.se
of ycur own which we’re very much
MENU
hoping you’ll do. The “round table"
Breakfast
conference gives us all something
Grapefruit Segments
new to try so pay your “obliga
Prepared Cereal
tion" ... if any ... to tlie good
Corn Bread and Bacon
souls who sent these ideas by send
'Apricot Marmalade
ing one back.
Coffee
Marian Graves wonders if you
Lunch
know ycu can have leaky rubber
‘Lima Bean? en Casserole
ice cube trays mended at youToasted Ccrn Bread
local gaj’age by the same method
Sliced
Bananas and Pineapple
used for inner tubes? We hadn't
Tetley Tea
neard that one.
Dinner
Someone who cuts a great many
'Oven
Spanish Rice
ilk stockings for mats and rugs
Buttered
String Beans
says it’s easier if you slip a thick
‘Spiced Peach Salad
roll of newspapers inside the stock
‘
Date
ar.d
Nut Upside Down Cake
ing before you start cutting.
Coffee
Do you know a rubber sponge
*
Recipes
given.
works far better than a whisk
broom when powder, lint and
ravelings must be removed from NORTH HAVEN
woolen coats and dresses? You
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Grant and
can brush and brush with a whisk family have moved to the care
brocm and not capture the elusive taker's house on t)he Morrow estate
bit of lint that vanishes in a sec and will reside there during the
ond with a rubber sponge.
absence cf Hubert Grant who.
Dozens of people have checked with his family, is spending the
in to say that idea of waxing the Winter in Florida
tiled floor of the bathroom has
Interesting pictures were shown
saved endless scrubbing, especially
Thursday
by Rev. Neil Bousfield
for mothers with children. Mollie
at the Grange hall illustrating
Johnson hit on that plan and it
some of the work of the Sea Coast
works beautifully, we think. Just
Mission. It was a fine service and
a coat of liquid floor wax after ‘he
the
pictures demonstrated plainly
tile is washed, then watch how
that
this Christian service Is net
much longer it stays clean and
easily
rendered during ice condi
how much better it locks.
tions.
Oven Spanish Rice—Two and
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Grant
one-half cups Kemp’s Sun Rayed
and
young son, Austin, have clcscd
Tomato Juice, 'z green pepper,
their
Pulijjit Harbor home and are
diced. 2 teaspoons Sterling Salt, 1
at
the
home of Mr. Grant's mother,
teaspoon sugar, 1 cup well-washed
Mrs.
Bessie
Grant during the
rice, 2 onions, diced, 2 tablespoons
Winter.
Land O' Lakes Butter, pepper.
Combine all ingredients in cov
The shower given Thursday
ered oven pan. Bake about 1 to night to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Har14 hours at 350-375 degrees F.
kinson at the Grange hall under
Apricot Marmalade—One pound the auspices of the Baptist Church
dried apricots, 5 cups water, 1 and Grange wa.s well attended and
large can crushed pineapple, C a pleasant evening was enjoyed.
cups sugar.
The entertainment consisted of
Wash thoroughly and soak the six reels of moving pictures pre
dried apricots overnight in the sented by Rev. Neil Bousfield,
water. Then simmer in same water readings and music from Grange
until soft. Add pineapple and members. The ccuple received
bring to a boil and put in the many gifts which included, silver,
sugar. Boil until thick.
linen and money. Relreshments
Lima Beans En Casserole
were served at the close of the
One and one-half cups dried program.
lima beans. '♦ pound sliced bacon.
1 cup milk. 2 medium-sized onions,
Angle Shots With Camera
1 green pepper.
If you own a single or a double
Soak the beans overnight. Then lens reflex you have a camera which
boil until soft and drain. Sear the is most versatile for making all
bacon; then remove and cook the kinds of angle shots. For exam
onions and pepper in the bacon ple, if you want to get a picture
over the heads of a crowd or the
fat, until they are soft. Place in spectators at a gathering of some
layers in a buttered casserole. Salt kind, simply hold the camera up
and pepper and pour the milk over side down over your head and
all. Bake half an hour at 400 de look up into the groundglass when
composing your scene. By extend
grees F.
ing your arms you thus are able to
Date and Nut Upside Down Cake
shoot over obstructions in front of
One cup brown sugar, 14 cups
you.
•
water. 4 cup brown sugar (addi
For making shots looking down
tional) 1 tablespoon Land O' Lakes out of a window or ovgr the edge of
Butter, 4 cup milk, 3 teaspoons a cliff or a roof, simply extend your
baking powder, 1 cup Ceresota not- camera out over the edge with the
bleached flour, 4cup finely cut lens pointing down at your scene
Dromedary dates, 4 cup finely and with the groundglass screen fac
ing you. Variations of this pro
chopped nuts.
cedure may be used to get sur
Combine the brown sugar and prise shots of children and pets from
water and put in the bottom of a high perspective, since they are
a deep pan. Combine the other not so apt to be on guard as when
ingredients including the addition the camera is pointed directly at
al 4 cup brown sugar to form a them in the usual manner.
As you experiment with these dif
cake batter. Drop over the sugar ferent positions, others will occur to
mixture and bake in a 400 degrees you and you will find yourself mak
F. oven for 30 minutes. Will keep ing many shots from many angles
in the refrigerator for many days.
May be served with whipped cream.
Spited Peach Salad
One-half cup vinegar, 6 cloves,
1 stick cinnamon, 4 cup sugar, 6
drained peach halves, Sheffcrd
cream cheese, mayonnaise.
Cook first four ingredients to
The Fuller Wet Mop is
gether for 3 minutes. Pour this

LONG WEARING

EASY WRINGING

YOUR VACATION
Make your
enjoyment
complete, stop
at El Comodoro
Centrally located in
Miami.
250 rooms.
with combination tub
and shower bath Rates
from $2.50 single and
$4 00 double Air-cool
ed coffee shop offers
excellent food at
Reasonable
prices Cock
tail lounge.

made of highly absor
bent cotton yarn. It takes
up water and dirt in
stantly without streaking,
and because of its design
is easy to use and wring.
This great mop takes the
hard work out of floor
washing.

SPECIAL
NEW YEAR PRICE
w/rw
c HANDtf

Under the
Personal
Direction
Joseph
H. Adams
Mgr.

Call or
Phone today

i

FLORIAN CLARK
S. W. FImSl
al 2nd A»«.
Miami. Florida
Ol'! N TH t YEAR HOUND

Local Dealer
93 Limerock St. Tel. 431-W
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“Over The Yard Arm”

Chicago Paper Says Nice
Things About a Man of
Whom Thomaston Is Proud
The following article written by
Oeorge H. Weiss for the Chicago
Journal will have special interest
for Thomaston readers:
They will be saying that Capt.
Henry of the Lehigh Valley is
going into permanent lay-up to
be moored by a stout eight-inch
hawser some place around Miami,
but anyone who knows Capt. Henry
need not be told that he will con
tinue to show an active Interest
in the Lehigh Valley Railroad in
particular and in central western
transportation affairs in general,
even though Edward F. Wonder,
long his assistant, takes over as
western freight traffic manager.
Yes, indeed. E J. Henry, Lehigh
Valley s western traffic manager is
going into that unusual kind of re
tirement wherein his desk and of
fice chair will continue at his serv
ice and his counsel regularly
sought.
Railroadnng's teller of sea stories,
notwithstanding his years, is still
possessed of a scund, vigorous
physique and a keen mentality.
Born On Sailing Ship
Born aboard an American sail
ing ship at Penang, East India,
Gene Henry was raised in the
midst of sky sails and yardarm
around Thomaston, Me. His fore
bears had followed the sea as a
career and therefor, it was inescap
able that young Gene frolicked on
the deck, climbed the rigging and
became accustomed to a perch on
a top gallant yardarm before he
was ten years old. It was also
quite natural that young Gene
should venture to sea at a time
when other lads were still content
to accept the comforts of home.
It was in Sept. 7. 1888 Mr. Henry
first entered railroad service as
assistant agent of the what was
then known as the Lehigh Valley
Transportation Company.
Two
years later he was made agent of
that company.
From September, 1894 up to June,
1904 Mr. Henry served as western
agent of the Lehigh Valley Rail
road and for the following ten
years as general western freight
agent. From late 1914 up to the
opening cf 1918 he was western
traffic manager of the Lehigh Val
ley, but co-incident with closing
of off-line railroad offices, Mr.
Henry Joined up with the United
States Railroad Administration,
serving as assistant manager of
its marine department at Wash
ington, and later as its supervisor
of lake and rail traffic in the east
ern ~ar.d Allegheny regions. In
March, 1920, following re-epening
of railroad off-line offices, Mr.
Henry again became western traf
fic manager cf the Lehigh Valley.

It’s “Over the Yard Arm”
Anyone who knows Cap'n Henry,
and there are few identified w.th
the transportation business in the
United States who do not, has at
a certain hcur of the morning
heard him say “the sun is over the
yardarm," which had a significance
all its own, which his friends un
derstood.
Edd.e Wonder has been with the
Lehigh Valley for many more
years than he cares to admit and
has a host of friends throughout
the central western territory-.
Another cf the changes to be
announced by the Lehigh Valley
will be the transfer cf Hugh Wil
son to the post of general agent
at Minneapolis. Associated with
the Lehigh Valley for the last 16
years. Mr. Wilson has had the title
of commercial agent here. Prior
to joining the Lehigh Valley, Mr.
Wilson was with the Erie at Chica
go for eight years.
Thomas C. Richardson, who has
been Lehigh Valley chief clerk at
Chicago, is being promoted to the
position of ccmmercial agent while
L. F. Lybarger succeeds as chief
clerk.
In connection with the above
“L. M. C.” of Thomaston writes:
“Mr. Henry* was one of our
bright Thcmaston boys who 'made
good. He loves Maine, returns
every Summer and Is a most loyal
son of old Thomaston, His friends
are legion, drawn to him by his
genial and interesting personality.
Mr. Henry has recently bought a
large bungalow in Miami which
will be his home curing the Win
ter months and as he has equipped
it with heating apparatus, storm
shutters, and air conditioning sys
tem. I think our friend will be in
a very safe and comfortable har
bor.”
The design of the George Cross,
which is next in honor to the Vic
toria Cross, is awarded to members
of the public and the armed forces
for acts of conspicuous bravery.
Many civilians have already won
this medal, which is now being
minted.
The manufacture of felt hats in
the United States requires more
than 50 OTO 0C0 rabbit ’kins every
year.

Sentinel of Rockland Harbor

FOUND BY SEARCHING PARTY
Irving Lufkin Adrift Several Hours When

Ice Floe Parts—Companion Had Icy Bath
Smelting through the ice is lots
of fun. providing the ice “stays
put,” which it failed to do Sat
urday night when Irving Lufkin,
30. and John Jenkins, 17, were
tending their lines near the
Beacon, below Thomaston.
The section of ice through which
they were fishing parted frcm the
main body in the St. Georges River
and the two fishermen found them
selves drifting seaward.
Jenkins pulled off his rubber
boots and leaped overboard and
swam ashore. He made bis way
home in his stocking feet, and told
his alarmed relatives what had
happened.
Two searching parties were soon
organized and went in quest of
Lufkin whose plight was realized
to be a very serious one. Lui kin
meantime was in ignorance of the
fate which had befallen his young
er companion.
One of the searching parties.
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The Federated Circle will meet
this afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Margaret Stone, Knox street.
Twenty-four members attended
the meeting of the Board of Trade
held Wednesday at the Knox Hotel.
Following dinner the business
meeting was held and these officers
were re-elected: President, Edward
T. Dornan; vice president, Alvah
J. Lineken; secretary, Albert B. El
liot; treasurer, Alfred M, Strout;
directors. Dr. Elmer R. Biggers, Ar
thur J. Elliot and Edwin F. Lynch.
As an entertainment feature Ar
thur S. Taylor showed moving pic
tures entitled ‘‘Along Main Street.”
The Thursday Niters m$t Friday
at Mrs. Warren Mank’s home .Mrs.
Ada Chadwick having highest
score and Mrs. Mank lew. Mrs.
Perley Hall, who has been unable
to attend for some time, .received
a gift in honor of her return on
this occasion. Others present were
Mrs. Alpheus Jones, Mrs. Olive
Brazier, Mrs. Etta Benner and Mrs.
Albert Robinson.
Miss Lucy Rokes was hostess to
the Contract Club Friday after
noon highest honors going to Mrs.
George Newbert of Warren, and
Miss Lizzie Levansaler. The club
will meet Friday at Miss Rokes.’
Joel Miller went to Boston today
to pass the remainder of the week.
Ferdinand Day and son Donald
went yesterday to Bcston, the lat
ter to enter the Pratt Diagnostic
Hospital.
A group of Girl Scouts of Pine
Cone Troop, under the leadership
of their lieutenant. Miss Jane Mil
ler. enjoyed a sleigh ride Saturday
to East Warren. In the party were
Ruth Butler, Joan Crie, Ruth Snow
man. Phyllis Hall, Patricia Roes,
Eleanor Gregory, Shirley Shields.
Audrey Simmons, Mary Luce, Doro
thy Barton, Betty Seekins Nancy
Libby and Gay Stetson.
A public meat-pie supper will be
held at St. Joan's parish hall
Thursday at 5.30.

Kodachrome Picture Show
As previously mentioned in this
cclumn. the High School Alumni
Association is sponsoring a picture
show of selected Kodachrome
slides projected on a screen in the
high school auditorium at 8 p. m.
sharp Thursday. Selections will
be made frcm the collections of
Joel Miller. Harry Stewart, and
Stephen Lavender.
Titles of some cf the pictures
from Joel Miller's collection are:
Oxen at Union; FamiEar Faces
around the Drug Store; Charles
Creighton with a Ship Model; The
Fredeiick Billings; Surf at Pema-

Every-Other-Day
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Discovery of a cancer antiserum
NAOMA MAYHEW
which increases the hope for cancer
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doctors, William H. Welker and
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Lawrence H. Mann. They are mem- ■
bers of the University of Illinois
Medicine Research staff.
The Methcdist Ladles' Aid Society
They claim the antiserum reacts will meet Wednesday at 2 oclock
positively with blood serum from with Mrs Allen F Payson.
persons with cancer of the same or
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Thomas
gan as that from which the anti
serum was developed, but does not and Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Spear arc
react at all with blood serum from spending a few days in Bcstcn
healthy people or those with illness
A directors’ dinner at the Lodge
other than cancer. This may be House, Hosmer Pond will be given
of value, they say, in assisting
or confirming cancer diagnosis. Thursday night for the directors,
Through increased knowledge it their ladies and guests and served
by the new hostess-cock, Mrs Ora
may aid in treatment.
The doctors do not claim it to be Burns, between 6 and 8 This din
a cure, or even yet a treatment, as ner is*arranged by the House Canat the present it is but a small step mittce cf the Outing Club
in the fight against the disease.
At Community Hospital: Mrs.
Many more tests must be made and
possibilities explored, but they hope Harold Duntcn and sen returned to
it leads to a new attack on the their home in Lincolnville Sunday,
also Kenneth Wadsworth, who
disease.
They claim to have tested their has been a patient, went home;
antiserum with preparations from Miss Ruth T. Simonds is a patient.
cancers of 14 different organs and
Harold Alexander went Monday
found that it reacted only with can to Boston to attend a tire company
cer of the same organ as that used
convention at the Statler Hotel
in producing the antiserum.
ws, Daniel Proctor has been
Apparently the scrum is specific
confined
to her heme because of
not only for a certain organ but
also for a certain species, as the illness.
antiserum produced from human
B. F. Mathews went Monday to
cancers was found not to react with New York City where he will at
blood serum from cancerous ani
mals, even though the cancer might tend the Motor Boat Show.
be of the same organ.
Chamber of Commerce Dinner
The second annual turkey ban
quet
and ladies’ night of the Cham
1,086 Dolls ‘Motherless’
ber
of
Commerce will take place
The recent death of Mrs. Mary
Anna Wherland in Fresno, Calif., Jan. 23 at 7 o'clock at the Masonic
left “motherless” a family consist hall. The committee has arranged
ing of 1,086 dolls which she pains a fine program, cn which one of
takingly collected and cared for dur the finest speakers in the country,
ing the past 40 years. The collec
tion occupied 30 showcases in the Earle W. Hodges of New York, per
Wherland home and included dolls sonnel director of the Henry L. Do
of every size and nationality, from herty Co. (Cities Service Gas,) Past
all parts of the world. Mrs. Wher President of Lions International
land began her unique collection and former Secretary of the State
when she decided to keep her chil cf Arkansas will give an interest:ng
dren’s dolls as remembrances. presentation.
Through the years she added to this
Toastmaster Kenneth Lovejoy of
hobby until her home became a
little girl's “paradise.” The collec- ' Orono, State Secretary of the 4-H
tion will find a new home with Mrs. Clubs of Maine wiil be a speaker
Wherland’s daughter in Eugene, and master of ceremony. George
Ore.
Dyer wiil report on achievements
of tiie Chamber fcr the year. Group
singing will be led by David Crock
Motorists Warned About Lights
ett
and assisted by Kenneth Her
All motorists should make certain
to turn on their headlights when re rick and his boys.
The banquet ccmmittee consists
quired by law, if for no other reason
than personal safety, reports the of David Ciockctt, Henry Baldwin,
public safety department of the Na George Dyer and George Thomas,
tional Automobile club. The law re Tickets are on sale at Baldwins,
quires that headlights be turned on- Camden Drug Co.. Boynton-McKay
one-half hour after sunset, during
inclement weather and such other Diug Co., Libby's Pharmacy, Crock
tinges as vision is impaired. Last ett's, Frank Morrows and Geoige
year 330 vehicles involved in fatal Thomas Fuel Co. The dinner is
accidents and 7,660 vehicles in non- being prepared by the Eastern Star
fatal accidents in the United States and reservations should be made.
had one or both headlights out. i
Turning on the lights would have I
Playing of music by Chopin, the
prevented many of these injuries
Polish
immortal, has been ba: mJ
and saved many lives, the National
in
Poland.
Automobile club believes.

headed by Lieut. Foley of the State
Police conducted its search along
the St. George side of the river,
while Julian Hawkins cf St. George
and Benedict Winchenbaugh of
Thomaston rowed to Wiley's Cor
ner and came up on the Custiing
side. They came up river to with
in abcut a mile of the Beacon and
off Hospital Point heard three re
volver shots which they afterward
learned were fired by State Troop
er Ray Foley as a signal that Luf
kin had been found.
He had clung to the detached
section of the ice sheet, but the
rescue party looked mighty good
to him when it hove in sight in
the small hours cf the morning.
Neither man suffered ill effects
frcm the experience.
Artists and photographers have made much of Owl’t Head, and pictures of that promontory may be
Wincher.baugh told a Courierfound
the world over. Above is a snapshot made by The Coiyier-Gazette’s staff photographer, Sidney Cullen,
Gazette reporter that four inches who was
passing that point on a steamboat after the last snowstorm. It is an exceptionally fine winter
of ice collected on the bottom of scene, and Mr. Cullen will doubtless have calls for enlargements.
the boat while the search was be
ing made along the river.
world as a synonym for enterprise, I honor guest being her sister, Mrs.
solidity
and integrity, carrying on Mary Burgess whose birthday was
ROCKPORT
an
extensive
grocery business. He observed with a card and hand
quid; Lady Painting Pemaquid
zx zx
zx z\ zx zx
Refreshments,
was also a member of St. Paul s kerchief shower.
Light; Mrs. Carl Gray's Cottage;
LIDA G CHAMPNEY
including a birthday cake, were
Lodge F.A.M,
Mrs. Horace Keizer's Roses; Along
Correspondent
Tire nearest surviving re’itive is served. Mrs. Myrtle Makinen re
the Cushing Road; Colonel's Stairs
a niece, Mrs Irene Coleman of ceived first prize at beano, also the
i Road; Wood Road; Beechwood
I
' Florida. He is also survived by travel prize. Fourteen were pres
I Bridge; Oyster River at Beechwood
Tel. 2229
ent.
several cousins.
Street; South Warren; Maple
Funeral services will be he'd
Juice Cove; Along the Friendship
Mrs. Edwina Schom has returned
Road; A Scotch Lassie; Church at to Roxbury, Mass., after spending Thursday ar 2 o'clock at the resi , UNION
' Head Tide* Boothbay Harbor; St. a few days in town, being called dence.
The W.C.T.U. will meet Thursday
George; Our Wild Animals; Smelt- here by the death of her step
at the home of Miss Mary Ware.
• ing on the Bay; Road to Hope; and father George W. Miller.
EAST
APPLETON
Because of the prevalence of in
Legion Fair. Thomaston.
Mrs. Herbert Crockett was hos
Mildred Griffin spent part of a fluenza in the cast of tiie High
A small admission fee will be tess Thursday to the Thimble recent vacation with her sister, School minstrel, "Blue and Black,’’
charged, and the performance is Club.
Mrs. Freelar.d Hills in Rcckland. the performance set for tonight has
open to the general public.
Mrs. Irene Coleman of Florida
Mrs. Cassie Paul and Hannah been postponed to Jan. 21.
will arrive here Thursday to at Salo are among those ill with in
Quirxy E. Young has employment
tend the funeral of her uncle. fluenza.
FRIENDSHIP
in Portsmouth, N. H.
Mrs. Euda Morton ar.d Albert Capt. Frank P. J. Carleton.
) Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Gushee
The date of the soc al in Odd
Morton who passed the holidays
Mrs. Orra Burns has been en held a card party Wednesday Fei’cws dining room has been
here, have returned to Gorham.
gaged as hostess at the lodge house night. Guests were Mr. and Mrs. changed to Jan. 22.
at
the Sncw Bowl during the Win Floyd Gushee and son. Mrs. Grace
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry and
Mrs. Marion Calderwood recently
daughter Eda were recent guests ter.
Brown, Mrs. Juanita Martin, Miss sustained a sprained ankle while
of friends in Damariscotta.
Mrs. Clara Lane is confined to Jacqueline Martin, Mrs. Effie skiing.
Mrs. Norman Simmons and Mrs. her home by the prevailing epi Hazen, Bert Mitchell and Roland
A missionary meeting was held
Oliver Hahn of Thomaston were demic. Mrs. C. V. Overman sub Gushee.
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Jen
Eighty guests were present at a nie Thurston.
recent callers at the home of Mrs. stituted fo: her as organist Sunday
recent
miscellaneous shower held
at the Baptist Church.
Crosby Prior.
Mrs. Stella Kirkpatrick of New
at
Community
hall fcr Mr. and York is guest of Mrs. Lila Burrill
Mrs.
Nina
Carroll
will
entertain
James Murphy is ill at his home.
the Baptist ladies’ Circlr Wednes Mrs. Maurice Morang (Gertrude and Mrs. Ethel Griffin.
Mrs. Mabel Beale was supper
day afternoon a1 her home on Ripley). The shower was organ
guest Saturday of Mrs. Agnes Winized by Freeman Gushee, Marion Rev Willis A. Luce
Richards Hi'.l
chenpaw.
Rev. Willis A. Luce, died Jan. 7,
The Garden Club will meet to Philbrook and Keith Mink, mem
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry night at the home of Mrs. Mary bers of Mr. Morang's graduating at a hospital in Sacramento, Calif.
recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Spear for the annual business class. Sandwiches and coffee were Mir. Luce was born in this town but
Crosby Prior. George Carter who meeting and election of officers.
served and a 20-pcund wedding ' had been a resident of Pasadena
has been seriously ill, is much im
The G. W. Bridge Club is meet cake was presented the couple by , for the past 23 years.
proved.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs
ing this afternoon for play at the the bridegroom's mother. Games
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo MacFarland home of Mrs. Fannie Thompson. were played, and music supplied Fannie A. Luce of Pasadena; a
have returned to South Bristol
Miss Marion Weidman will be by Everett Smith and a portable daughter, Mrs. Charles E. Grote of
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. hostess Wednesday to the Metho radio. Many beautiful and useful Oconee, Ill ; a son, Foster Luce of
____________
_ . ...
Wardell MacFarland and mother, dist Ladies' Aid and in the evening gifts were received.
Oakland, Calif.; and four grand- I PARK THEATRE TODAY & WEDNESDAY
Mrs Jonah D. Morse.
children.
will entertain the Johnson Society,
Crosby Prior has returned from
Funeral services were conducted
Members of the Twentieth Cen
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. John tury Club motored to Rockland SOUTH THOMASTON
by Dr. B Dudley Snudden of the
Miss Barbara Mitchell of Port First Methodist Church of which
Fullerton in Whitinsville, Mass. Friday afternoon for their meet
land
is visiting her parents, Mr. Rev. Luce was a member.
Miss Floria Orne of Pleasant Point ing which was held at the home
ar.d
Mrs.
James Mitchell.
»
has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. of Mrs. Nellie Magune. Mrs. Effie
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Aja
of
Prior.
Veazie, reader, gave a paper on Bennington, Vt.. were recent guests SUCCESS
The father of Success is Work;
Everett Murphy is ill with pneu “Birds of America.” A musical
at Fred Ripley’s and Jesse Sleep the mother cf Success is Ambition;
monia.
afternoon will be enjoyed at the
the oldest sen is Common Sense;
Miss Nellie G. Davis who passed meeting Friday at the home of er’s.
Miss
Mary
Sleeper
has
returned
1
seme cf the boys arc: Perseverance,
the holiday recess at her heme, Miss Marion Weidman.
to
Banger
after
a
vacation
passed
Hanesty, Thoroughness, Foresight,
has returned to Woolwich.
This town will be represented at her home here.
Enthusiasm,
Co-operation.
Doris Prior was guest Sunday of in the Snow Bowl carnival queen
Miss
Helen
Sleeper
has
resumed
The
oldest
daughter
is Character;
Mrs. Chester Brown.
contest by Miss Caroline Burns, her duties at the State Teachers
some
bf
the
sisters
are:
Cheerful
Leonard Stetson and "Junior' daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Orris
College
in
Bridgewater,
Mass.
ness,
Loyalty,
Courtesy,
Care,
Econ
Burns were visitors Saturday in Burns. Miss Bums is a sopho
Formet-me-not
Chapter,
O.ES.
omy,
incerity,
the
baby
is
OppornRockland.
more at High School and is very
Gertrude Oliver returned Satur popular among the younger set. held its annual meeting Monday ity..
Get acquainted with the “old
day from Portland where she at She is a member of the R. H. S. and re-elected all officers with the
exception
cf
the
associate
patron,
man
” and you will get along pretty
tended the 25th anniversary of the band and of the girls’ basketball
Harvey
Crowley
being
elected
to
well
with the rest of the family.
Falmouth Temple, P. S.
team, and also of the Methodist that office.
The Masonic Lodge is holding Junior Choir.
Mrs. Lucie Allen entertained the COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
a semi-public installation Wednes
In exciting games at the Town Beano Gang Thursday night, the
WORK WONDERS
day night with D.strict Deputy Hall Friday night between Erskine
Walker of Rockland as installing Academy and Rockport High
officer.
School boys and girls teams the Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday
The Knights of Pythias installed visiting boys won over the local
Mildred Shay (left), with Andy Devine, Dorothy Lovett and Richard Ail1'’)
A DISPATCH FROM REUTER’S’
officers Friday with Carlton Sim boys 40 to 30; the home girls, how
in Universal’s action comedy-drama, “Lucky Devils.”
mons. district deputy and his in ever, saved the day for Rockport,
AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY
stalling staff as directors of the by winning 28-24.
ceremony.
Capt. Frank P. J. Carleton
Tne community was shocked at
•x,
Scientists have learned how to
keep accurate time by the stars the sudden death of Capt. Frank
and it is a simple matter now for P. J. Carleton, 89. which occurred
man to know the exact time, day or at 2 o’clock Monday morning at
night. Our official clocks are set his home. Althcugh he had not
by the stars.
been at his office during the past
few moi,‘hs. he was about the
house each day and apparently en
joying his usual gcod health. He
suffered an ill turn Sunday and
death fcllcwed within a few hours.

You'll see these little orange colored tags scat

tered through every ton of D&H Anthracite

you buy. Look for them! They identify the
coal in your bin as genuine, gnaranteed D&H
Anthracite—pure, clean, uniformly sized!
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In his death the town and com
munity have met with a great loss.
He was or.e of the eldest citizens
and was held in the highest esteem
by all who knew him. He was of
a quiet, reserved nature but took
a keen interest in affairs and was
always ready to help any worthy
cause brought to his attention. He
sought no praise fcr his generous
Reuter's, Ine.—Edward G. Robinson as Julias Reuter and Edna Best as
acts and many of them were not his wife, ally and aide, carry the dramatic principal roles in “A Dispatch
I From Reuter’s.
generally known.
*
He was born in this town, son
Rcbinson plays the part of Julius use pigeons to carry the news beof Philander ar.d Sarah <3abb> Reuter, whose speedy dispatches tween towns which have no teleCarleton, and was the last surviv held within them the fate of em- graph. As years go on the Reuter's
ing member of the family of three pires and who did more to form News Agency becomes more and
sons. He followed the sea fcr the ethical credo of news gather- more associated with dramatic and
many years ar.d visited ports in ing than any man in history. He far-reaching events despite atpractically all parts of the world. l first had the idea of finding seme tempts to place obstacles in his
On the deatJh of his father he be way to speed up the traveling of, path.
Edna Best portrays his
came a member of the Carleton- news when he was a child. Never sympathetic wife who drives home
Strike up the S. R. O. sign! Judy Garland and Mickey Rooney are
Ncrwocd Co., a firm whose name forgetting his childhood ambition.' the lesson that the duty of a re- brlnginf you a wealth of song and dance talent in the merry new musical.
for many years had been prom he and his friend, played by Edd e pcrter is first to his people and Strike Up the Band,” with a cast featuring Haul Whiteman and his < ‘
nious band and a galaxy of young starlets. Busby Berkeley of “Babes in
inently known in the commercial Albert, epen a new* agency and t secondly to his paper.
.Arms F fame directed.
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Mrs. Lawrence Leach, whose
,, eucd of his mother. Mrs. Eliza name was omitted in Saturday's
beth Leppanen. and ether relatives. issue also won honors at St. Bern
ard s Catholic bridge party last
Miss Louii-c Mclntcsh rf r~rt week.
Wf.jains spent the weekend it tha
home of her parents M". end
j.
s Linthal Morris, who the past
A C McIntosh.
— ' *ys Las been visiting Emily and
Cedric Mcrris, in Massachusetts has
Miss Ruth E. Gregory, who has returned heme.
been vacationing at her Center
street home, returned Sunday to
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond S. Bird
her u cliing duties at Fcrt Kent left last week for the remainder of
Training School.
the Winter in rdorida and now it
will be learned if the fish are just
M:
Sumner Sewali, wife of nibbling or really after the line
Man? s Governor, heads the list of Mrs, C. F. Simmcns rede with them
di, ti: iiL lied guests to be honored as far as Lynn.
at tlie noon luncheon of the annual
midwinter conference of the Gar
Mrs. Alden Ulmer will be chair
den Club Federation of Maine. man of the Educational Club ban
Thur day at the Augusta House. quet Friday night at the Grand
Mr Sewall is a past president of Army Hall. Those assisting Mrs.
the Cosmopolitan Garden Club of Ulmer may telephone 781-1.
Bath She is Conservation chair
man of tlie Medomak Region of tlie
Clyde Grant of Cape Elizabeth
Garden Club Federation, and this was the weekend guest of his
week was appointed a director fcr mother, Mrs. Lottie Grant.
Marne of tlie New England Wild
Flower Preservation Society.
Mrs. Mabel McCrum has returned
to Portland, having been the
A special lot of Fall coats, both guest of Mr, and Mrs. Carl Nelson
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply fcr two weeks.
reduced prices have been received
at Lucien K. Green & Son and
Miss Cora Perry returned today
Burdell's Dress Shop, Odd fellows
frem three weeks’ visit at the EastBlock, 16 School street, Rockland, land Hotel in Portland.
-acv.
137-tf
Mrs. Ruth Gurdy Bird enter
tained with one table of contract
Saturday evening.

Coming To Cutler’s

2 DAYS Only
Friday and Saturd’y

January 17 & 18

Famo”s

SM&
Mink Blent'
Muskrat

Usually $149

$119

EDNESDA7

ictt and Kiehard Arlen
Icky Devils.”

PAY

All of us have seen parades, but
who has been privileged to witness
an entire county on parade and
especially Knox County, as is be
ing shown in the Knox County
Camera Club’s full length movie in
natural color. “Knox County On
Parade”?
A full year in the filming by
club members, the movie covers
every phase cf Knox County life
and every sport and business in
each season of the year. The show,
which runs two full hours, unfolds
before ycu a panorama of the re
gion in w’hich we live and its peo
ple, even you may appear in one
of the street scenes taken in the
several towns of the county.
One of the highlights is Union
Fair, showing the horse racing,
horse and cattle pulling, the mid
way. sideshows and the colorful
crowds, as they milled about the
grounds. It is rather unusual to
be able to sit back and watch in
midwinter a horse race that you
saw run in August or to see again
those friends you met at the fair
as they were at the fair the day
you met them. The cameraman
was right on deck when the air
plane crash took place on the third
day of the fair and recorded the
whole thing for you to review. The
whole of the magnificent fireworks
display has been taken and will be
shown in the film.
"Knox County On Parade” has
taken most of the spare time of
the club members for the past year
and has entailed an expense of
several hundred dollars to record
faithfully the entire happenings of
the county in that time.
Club members are now selling
tickets for the movie which will
be shown at the Rockland Com
munity Building Feb. 7.

Mrs. Emery Barbour was honor
guest at a birthday party given
Sunday night' at her home on
Franklin street by the members
of her family. Those attending
were Mr. and Mrs. Barbour, Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Barbour, Mr.
and Mrs. William Kester, Mr. and
Mrs. Shirley Barbour land Mrs.
Leland Trask.
BIRD-TILL I
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Sr., an
Mrs. Arthur IP. Haines enter nounces the marriage of her grand
tained Mite Club yesterday at her daughter. Miss Virginia Till to El
home on Broadway, high honors mer Sidney Bird II on Nov. 9 at
being held by Mrs. S. W. Gregory Brunswick, Mrs. Bird graduated
and Mrs. Laura Buswell.
from George Rogers Clark school
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Dillaway, in Whiting, Indiana in 1938 and
attended
Hammond
Technical
away on a fortnight’s vacation trip
School at Hammond, Indiana for
for the first time since they estab
one year. At present she has a po
lished Hillcrest Inn at Warren,
sition with Augusta Branch of the
are visiting friends and relatives
Central Maine Power Co. Mr. Bird
in Lynn, Somerville, Ipswich and graduated from the Noble and
Worcester. One purpose of Mr. Greenough school in Boston and at
Dillaway's trip at this time was present is a Sophomore at Bowdcin
to be present when his nephew. College.
Willard E. Dillaway was taken in
to the Lynn Masonic lodge. Com
Mrs. George W. Gray has re
bining business with pleasure, the turned after spending the holidays
Dillaways are buying new and with her husband Capt. Oeorge
modern kitchen equipment for Gray and friends in New York and
their inn.
New Jersey. She was guest on re
turn of her niece, Mrs. M. W.
• Next Monday night an Inaugural
Swan in Auburn.
ball and Congressional reception
will be held by the Maine State
Junior Rubinstein Club will meet
Society at Hotel 24C0 Sixteenth Wednesday night at Community
street, in honor cf Governor and Building, with Miss Gloria Witham
Mrs. Sewall cf Maine, in Wash as chairman of the program. Ap
ington, D. C. This will be one of pearing as guest will be Miss Sabra
the outstanding events given by Perry, a pupil of Mrs. Mayeblle P.
the Society during the year. Music Strong. A chorus rehearsal will
will be furnished by Meyer Gold- be held at 6.30.
man's Orchestra, and1 additional
entertainment by Justin Lawrie
and his Festival Chorus. From 10 Grain Will Go Through
Sweat in Shock or Bin
to 11 there will be a reception, at
Experienced
wheat growers know
which time all those attending will
that grain will go through the sweat
have an opportunity to greet the in the shock, stack, or bin and that
Governor and Mrs. Sewall and the harvesting methods make stacking
Congressional Committee consist unnecessary.
Grain always goes through a
ing of Senator and Mrs. Wallace
White. Senator and Mrs. Ralph O sweat, and for many years farmers
Brewster, Hon. ar.d Mrs. James C. thought it was necessary to stack
the grain and allow it to stand for
Oliver, Mrs. Margaret Chase Smith, several weeks to allow time for it
afid Hon. and Mrs. Frank Fellows. to go through the final ripening proc
Raymond Payson of Camden Ls ess.
serving as chairman of the com
Not many years ago grain stack
mittee for the reception and ball. ing was common in the central west
Among others on the committee and eastern states. The grain was
are Robert Mayhew of Camden, usually allowed to remain in the
shocks for about two weeks before
Ethel Smalley. Rockland.
it was stacked. Then stacks were
often built in sets of four, allowing
about six feet of space between each
pair. The threshing machine was
then set between the stacks so that
bundles could be tossed into the
feeder from both sides.
FIGHT MISERY right where' I
But stack building in America
you feel lt-wlth swift-acting
was never developed to the fine
VICKS VAPORUB point reached in European coun
tries, where the skill of sucking is
handed down from father to son.
There the stacks are flared from
Wednesday-Thursday
the bottom to several feet above
the ground so that water running
off the smoothly thatched top falls
on the ground several inches away
from the base.

Hundreds Of
Magnificent
Scott Super-Bilt
l Registered)

FUR COATS
Sacrificed
Make a date new to meet
Cutler’s Thursday or Friday,
for your biggest Fur buying opt rtunitv!
Beautiful Scott
Furs, formerly $49 to $399.
NOW $29 to $’99! Use the Fa
mous Scott Unique Payment
Plan! Liberal Trade-In Al
lowance on Your Old Fur Coat!

Watch For
Our Big Ad in
Thursday’s Paper!

CUTLER’S, he.
ROCKLAND, ME.

EDNA BEST-EDDIE ALBERT

NOW PLAYING

“Love Thy Neighbor”

JA( K BENNY. FRED ALLEN

Strand®

Mrs. Savage Wonders
What Pheasants Find To
Eat—A Resolution
In Rhyme
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Wow! guess I wrote out cf turn
when I penned the opinion that
April had arrived! Only 14 below
zero this morning and plenty of
snow. But such a icvely Winter
.andsc.ipe as we look upen over
here in West Warren. The frost
has turned the trees and bushes to
fairy silver and tbe snow sparkles
in the sun like thousands cf dia
mond facets.
I am wondering what the pheas
ants find to eat, now. Before the
snow we saw four male pheasants
near the house, but no sign of any
since. In Rockland, during the
last blizzard, I counted over CO
pigeons huddled together on one
roof and I wondered where the sea
gulls found shelter from the
storm's fury.
Speaking of gulls, they surely have
queer appetites. We have heard of
a man who saw gulls stealing elec
tric light bulbs from a decorated
Christmas tree in his yard. The
gull was seen dropping the bulbs on
the beach and registering keen
disappointment because the broken
bulb did not contain a luscious clam
or oyster!
Among the holiday greetings we
received were folders from Gov.
Sewall, Mrs. J. D. Akers, Pearl Har
bor, Hawaii, and a very pretty,
unique folder from "The Black
Cat.” The wood duck, in colors,
which graced the cover of The
Black Cat’s greeting, almost made
me homesick for the days of "auld
lang syne.” It has been years since
I’ve seen a wood duck, so beautiful
in plumage it is also called “The
Bride.” When the hunters of our
family shot a male wcod duck I
used to skin the breast carefully
and cure it for the sake of the
lovely feathers, which are really
beyond words to describe
THE BEST RESOLUTION
"Writing home? No. it‘9 New Year's
resolutions, Perd.
Resolved to speak no cross. Impatient
word—
Junior, march out this minute and
clean your feet!
You careless boy. will you never learn
to be neat?”
"Resolved, to speak no ill of anyone—
Oh, Perd, did you hear about Flossie
* Bird?
Last week her husband turned her
out.
She's been too thick with young John
Grout.”
"My third resolution's to save all
I can—
Look, there goes Laura with a new
fur coat!
Oh. Perd. I'm going to have one. too.
Laura's man's earning no more than
you.”
"What are you laughing at. Ferdle
Greer?
My resolutions all broken? Yes, (sigh)
I fear
Its' no use to make what one cannot
keep
Tell me, Ferdle, did you make my.
dear?”
"I only made one, my sweet Rosalie,
I know human nature's weak as can
be.
And the things we'd do are the things
we don't,
I resolve to try to stop and seek,
God's guidance before I act or speak.”

Nancy S. Savage,
Waldoboro, R.D. 3, Jan. 9.

Mrs. Mildred Achorn was hostess
last night to Monday Niters. Prizes
for high score went to Mrs. Wil
liam Hooper, Mrs. Arthur Bowley.
Mrs. John Mills and Mrs. Clar
ence Knowlton, consolation award
going to Mrs. Austin Huntley and
traveling prize to Mrs. Forest
Hatch. Next week’s meeting will
be at the home of Mrs. Knowlton,
Old County road.

Anderson Auxxiliary held its an
nual installation last week, with
Department Treasurer Doris Ames
insUlling these officers: President.
Mrs. Bernice Hatch; trustees, Mrs
Mary Dinsmore and Mrs. Josephine
Loth rop; treasurer, Mrs. Nellie
Achorn; patriotic instructor, Mrs.
Lothrop; chaplain, Mrs. Carrie
Winchenbaugh; guide, Mrs. Velma
Marsh; assistant guide, Mrs. Clara
Payson; color guard one, Mrs. Mary
Dinsmore. Due to so much illness,
other officers will be installed la
ter. Supper will precede the meet
ing Wednesday night, served at 6
o'clock under the chairmanship of
Mrs. Hatch. Those not solicited
will take sweets.
------ .---------------------------------------

X0MI9I/U©
TUES.-WED., JAN. 14-13
TUES. ONLY CASH NIGHT
Come Collect $220
First and Only Showing In
Knox County

Today and Wednesday

“Escape To Glory”

RICHARD ARLEN
ANDY DEVINE
in

Pat O'Brien. Constance Bennett
"Sno.v Man," “Jimmy Dorsey"

•

A DISPATCH
FROM REUTERS

A Warren Violinist

Happy

Two Hours of Happy Sur
prises and Beautiful
Pictures In Prospect

COLDS;

nd Mickey Rooney »re
he merry new musical.
Whiteman and his I®"
Iterkelrv of "Babes 1«*

Y»J

f

County On Parade

M DEN

|M Ladles’ Aid Society
sdnesday at 3 o'clock
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•very-Other-Day

rel. 713

■
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Every-Other-Day

with

“LUCKY DEVILS”
Children’s Matinee Wed. 4 P. M.

THURS.-FRI, JAN. 16-17
Glorious saga in technicolor of

Thursday

“North West Mounted
Police”

MICKIV

with
Gary Cooper, Madeleine Caroll

JUOY

ROONEY* GARLAND
'STRIKE UP THE BAND'

Preston Foster, Paulette Goddard

■

News
----------- -——
Matinee 2. Sunday Matinee
Evg. 7 and 9. Sat. 6J5

3

Orchestra 40c; Balcpny 3^ ^
Week Days,
Sunday*.

2.00, 6.30. 8.30
3.00, 6.30. 8J0

Encouraging Signs

Night Political Meetings
Attract Clouds of Bugs

This And That

.. •

_____

!

Union Meeting of the
W. C. T. U. Reveals Part
the Organization Is Playing

The best thing about a night politi
cal meeting is the excellent variety
of bugs that always assemble. Bug
collectors have missed a bet by not
getting out to one of these meetings.
Every knowm, and probably some
unknown, variety of bug sooner or
later will make a three-point landing
on the neck of the man in front of
you if you will only wait long
enough. And the candidate, with a
spotlight fixed upon him, is a fine
target. The other night a bug got
in one of the ears of a speaker
and, much to the amusement of
the crowd, he went through some
queer gestures before the bug
emerged for a new attack.
Candidates have adopted the tac
tics of the old-time evangelist in
whooping up enthusiasm before the
address. Sound trucks (and every
candidate of any importance has
one) blare out “God Bless Ameri
ca,” patriotism rises to a new allMLss Beatrice Haskell who has time high and when it hits the boil
been spending the holidays with ing point the candidate steps for
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. F. ward and tells why he should be
Haskell in Warren returned Thurs elected or re-clectcd. “Happy Days
day to Boston for a day or two be Are Here Again” seems to have lost
fore leaving for Sebring. Fla., ac a lot of its appeal.
companied by Miss Mary Adams of
Boston, the two to fill a 12 weeks'
‘Lunatic* Comes From Moon
engagement at Harder Hall, on , An old popular superstition was
Jackson Lake, there, playing dinner J that the moon exerts an evil influ
music. Miss Haskell the violin and ence upon men. The word “luna
Miss Adams tlie piano. The Win- tic” comes from the word “luna,”
tef season will epen in Sebring, meaning moon, points out the Bet
ter Vision institute. However, as in
Fla., Jan. 15.
creasing knowledge dispelled super
Miss Haskell, a member of tlie stition, the foolishness of believing
Boston Women’s Symphony Or that moonlight might cause lunacy
chestra. W’hich is going into its sec was obvious. This led to the use of
ond successful year, is studying tlie the expression “all moonshine” to
violin with Emanuel Ondricek in designate any unsound thought.
“Moonlight is merely reflected,
Boston. She completed in October,
a Summer and early Fall season, as weak sunlight,” says the institute.
“It is too feeble to hurt anything.
the violin member of a trio, which On
the other hand, bright summer
played at a Summer hotel cn Sugar sunlight may injure one’s eyes, espe
Hill, in Franconia, N. H„ and is a cially the eyes of a person who has
musician of much talent and abil been cooped up indoors all year. It
ity. She was accompanied as far is the realization of that danger
as Portland by Mrs. Haskell, her which has made sunglasses so pop
ular.”
mother.

At the union meeting of the W. C.
T. U. Friday night at the Methodist
Church. Rev. Dr. Guy Wilson con
ducted the devotional service, with
Mrs Lillian Joyce pianist for the
By K. S. F.
singing. Mrs. Clara Emery, chair
Jan. 11 walking down to the man. extended New Year s greetings
office it seemed most safe to take to the churches represented and
the road. Sidewalks are pretty gave a summary of 1940—"A Year or
treacherous this Winter I have Progress for the Temperance Move
found. When one walks in soft ment.”
The year 1943. while completing
snow w th eyes alive to beauty one
can see much, that passes the gen i the seventh year of “repeal experi
eral lun of pedestrians. Noticing ment" is in retrospect notable both
I nationally and internationally for
the charming traceries of motor
tires in the roadway. I began to j significant developments which are
count the different styles of tread likely to have far reaching effects
used and in that short walk I upon the future of the alcohol prob
counted 12 different types. Like lem. Some of those noted were:
lovely lore work they embroidered World War No. 2, puts liquor "on
the spot.” Public attention has
the street.
been focused upon the waste and
• • • *
State Chat says, "Pass the apples. demoralization wrought by beverage
alcohol in the amazing collapse of
Maine has a surplus this Winter”
the Armies of France before their
What part of Maine? Not Knox
Nazi invaders, which case, govern
Ccunty. Residents here use apples
ment leaders, unexpectedly enough,
as much as possible but at 50 cents
confess was due to widespread wine
a peck for cocking apples they are
drunkenness among the French
net used quite as profusely as when
troops, as published in the Associ
they were 50 cents a bushel.
ated Press reports of Aug. 23-24
• * • •
2. Deflation and demoralization
Do any of ycu know the lovely
split liquors ranks. Tlie failure
roseate spoonbill? This bird is the
of the various branches of the liquor
eldest and most beautiful of native
trade, to get together on i policy
birds that has new become almost
to “respectabalize” the trade.
extinct and there are about 100
3. Notable encouragements in
breeding birds known to be extant
1943 for movements against le
new, except those in private col
galized liquors—among them the
lections. There is much to look 1 militant stand of great church
out for and care for in this coun bodies, especially the United Metho
try besides good reads and cld age dist, in renewed demand for a re
pensions.
vival of advance against the legal
ized liquor trade, by co-ordination
Designed to keep horses from of all religious and civic bodies; the
shying when meeting automobiles Interest which the volume "The
JENKINS-MAIIONEY
Comet of 1858
on the roads, the early cars some
Few are living who can remem of them were equipped with Amazing Story of Repeal" by
Helenatnay Mahoney and Rich
ard Hamilton Jenkins of Bath were ber the great comet of 1858—Do- * horses’ heads and necks mounted Fletcher Dobyn, has been received
married in th,is city Friday night, nati’s comet—but the following is a on the front of cars. But this did and read; the increased demand for
description by one who watched it,
National WC.T.U. publicity; the
the ceremony taking place at the and wrote about it to the Rural New ; not last long.
Siatewide victories in South Caro
heme cf the bride's mother, Mrs. Yorker: “I never saw the comet ;
lina
and Oklahoma, and local elec
O. B. Brown, Limeroek street.
rise, but I have watched it evening
Bride-to-be: I hope we don't
Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh offi after evening, as it would set in the ’ get any duplicate wedding pres tions in many States, have swelled
the support of the dry cause; a large
ciated, ar.d the couple were at northwestern horizon. I have stood ents.”
gain in W.C.T.U. membership and
tended by Mr. ar.d Mrs. Kenneth with my back toward the nucleus of
Groom-to-be: "Oh, I don't knew. new organization.
the comet as it approached the hori
Colby of Bath, formerly of this zon, and watched the spread of that My dad’s premised us a check for
4. Legalized drinks drab seven
city. The bride wore a beige gown magnificent tail from north to south, $5 000 and I wouldn’t mind a du
years
’ record in spite of the pub
with black accessories, and corsage and but little above the horizon in plicate from yours.”
licity
"hush” that is put upon IL
of yellow tea rcses. The matron the cast.” Previous to 1858, Donati's
Tliis
record
speaks for itself in the
of honor was gowned in gray and comet appeared in 1556, when it
Did ycu realize that the much inroads it is making on the moral,
frightened
Charles
V
of
Germany
rose, with black accessories, and
into giving away his crowns and re used and prized vanilla bean that physical and economic life of the
corsage of rose carnations. A re tiring
to a monastery. And more is so important for seasoning
ception followed the ceremony, at than 200 years will pass before mor grews on a vine and belongs to Nation.
Rev. Earl Lee expressed himself
tended by members of the imme tal eyes will see it again.
the orchid family? Tlie late Elmer as being very much in sympathy
diate families, and the couple left
S. Bird was an expert in the use with the temperance werk. and felt
shortly after on their honeymoon
of this bean ar.d it is the opinion more aggressive means should ba
trip. They will make their heme LINCOLNVILLE
of this writer that he created the
Capt. G. W. Stewart went Satur finest van.Ha extract that is on employed to acquaint the young
at 16 Spring street, Bath.
people with the deceptive lures of the
The bride graduated from Reek- day to New York.
the market and no other kind is liquor advertising.
land High School in 1935 and the
Miss Marion Dickey 1 as returned ever used in this home. Once
Rev. Mr. Wilson spoke upon the
bridegroom from Morse High from two weeks’ visit with her par tried it will always be a favorite.
renewed emphasis the M. E. Church
School in 1936. He is a son of ents in Eelfast.
• * • ♦
was placing cn temperance instruc
Mr. and1 Mrs. Joseph Jenkins of
Deris Miller of Belfast was home Homes are sometimes built of stone tion. Said he felt a great rising
Bath, and is employed by the Hyde over the weekend.
Where hearts are full of kindness tide of indignation ar.d protest
Windlass Company.
Mrs. Margaret Cilley has been With deeds and labor cor.s’antly against the*liquor traffic was immi
elected jartitcr cf Tranquilky Enriched with love that bind us. nent, but would have to receive its
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Smith enter Grange.
impulse from within the church.
With all the dread ul conditions
tained Saturday r.ight the Satur
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Gray visited
Rev. Vaughn Overman of Rock
prevailing in England from the port expressed his condemnation of
day Night Club they belong in.
in Brooks recently.
Nazi shells, the greatness of Britain alcohol as a destroyer of man’s dig
A. Linecln Young
is shown in her continued effort nity and the best of his endowments.
A. Lincoln Yeung, 83. a highly in scientific study; and the rich
SOMERVILLE
Men in places of leadership could
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hilt and son | respected citizen of this town, died find of some months ago of buried not maintain alcohol and keep their
of Union, Mrs. Royal Hibbert of J Jan. 2. He was a retired ship car- j
j treasure. The English are keep dignity or position. He said there
Washington and Mrs. Mont Grotton, per.ter, and as a valued citizen will ing these King Redwald golden
was need of new and better methods
Mrs. Frank Hisler and son Frank ' be greatly missed in the community. i trophies “under the rose” until of teaching temperance in the
were recent visitors at Mrs. Percv Mr. Young was deeply interested in such time as they may bring them church schools; that the publ’c
all pertaaining to the benefit of *he
Eaton’s.
forward with confidant assurance schools were now doing a better job
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Turner of community and was influential in that they will not be lost ar.d that of It. These remarks were followed
Augusta were guests Sunday of Mr. the promotion of the telephone and the amazed world will be able to >y general discussion of the prob
lighting systems.
and Mrs. George Brann.
give to them the proper apprecia lems involved.
He was an honored member of
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Emery and
tion of delight.
« « « «
son of Augusta were recent callers in Tranquility Grange and a regular
England reports its 1940 toy pro
attendant
as
long
as
health
permit

"Dad, just what is politics?” duction breke all xcecrdo.
town.
ted. He was possessed of rare
Amcng those ill with influenba musical talent and the loss of his asked son.
Dad: "The art of obtaining some
are: Mrs. Percy Eaton. Mr. and Mrs. j fine
VQice w;n
a mattcr Qf
A BIG FULLER
Frank Hisler. Mr. and Mrs. Ross keen regret in the Grange and thing for nothing and nothing for
something
I
guess."
Hisler, Forrest and Elsie Hisler, Mrs.
church choirs.
♦ ♦ « ♦
Frank Turner, Ernest Cole and
Survivors are his widow, Mrs.
Production of sugar in the
Georgia Grotton.
Louisee (Mullen) Young; a brother, Dutch East Indies is about the
Hazel Brown and Theresa Ward Percy Young; a sister, Mrs. Inez
cuts your dusting time
same as that of Cuba.
were in Augusta on a recent visit.
Strong; a son. Parker Your.g: three
• ♦ • •
grandchildren, and five great-grand
It was King William who built
Salt causes fluid to be retained children; besides several nephews the first section cf the famous ' America s favorite dust mop — and now
at the special low price, thrifty house
m the tissues of the human body, ar.d nieces.
Tower of London that has been i wives will surely want an extra one.
rhis fact enables laborers to avoid
Funeral services were held from so ruthlessly bembed by the Hit
Light, compact, easy to use. Four strand
heat exhaustion ar.d possible death the residence, Rev. Duncan Rogers lerites. This Tower has been pal
cotton yarn chemically treated, picks up
by taking tablets of salt in hot officiating. Burial was in Young ace, prison, fortress and museum
lint, dust and dirt quickly and easily.
weather.
town cemetery.
1 during these long centuries of
England s heroic history.

DRY MOP

Episcopal Church Adopts Official Flag

• « • •’
Seme grizzly bears have been
j shipped from this country to the
Zoological Gardens of Buenos
Aires, Argentina.
• • • •
Hot house lemons is a hobby
now and they can be made to grow
to huge sizes weighing three
pounds each with a full cup of
juice to the lemon.
• ♦ ♦ •
Scotland. that glorious cold
country, where nightingales will
not nest, are wanted badly and
many have tried to hold them in
the open pastures and wood but
they will r.ot stay.
Jan. 2 the Navy Departmen* an
nounced award of an $11,333.25
contract for cotton bedspreads—
one small item but how they mount
UP-

The first reported barracks were
Exhibited by Martha McClure and FJaine Summers. Kansas City. rected.
EnulFh
with William M. Baldwin who made Ihe tt »g. II w ill he displayed in erected in 1RW) for tilt Kngll..
• Army.
churches and in processions.

BUY MOW

and SAVE MONEY.
Prompt Service end Delivery
through your Fuller Peeler

FLORIAN CLARK
Ix-al Dealer
9.3 Lin.crock St. Tel. 431-W

Sewall v». White
That Mav Be the Situation
In Next Primary Election;
An Interesting Interview
“Yes. vou may tell my many
gocd friends in Bath that I cer
tainly expect to be a candidate to
••uoceed myself two years hence,"
United States Senator Wallace H.
W'i’p, Jr. of Lewiston, informed
t?" writer in the Legirla’or-jammed
lc hv n' the Augusta House. Just a
ft'-e’- throw frem the State Capitol
v.he c Thursday a potential oppon
ent n the 1842 Senatorial race
s' mner Sewall of Bath—was inaug
urated Governor cf Maine.
"M nd you.” ’he writer says, "a
po‘°nt.al opponent," fcr Oov Sewa". has never intimated, so far as
rrn be ascertained, what, If any pol.-ital plans he has for the future.
I'owpver. the fact remains that on
his inaugural day. virtually every
voter of Bath, and thousands
throughout the State, probably
pawed to ponder as to Just where
- and hew far—is Maine's No. 1
citizen Leaded from the Chief Ex
tent, ves chair, should he continue
to tread the political path
It is easy to understand why Gov.
Sewall's huge and devoted follow
ing should fondle the thought that
two years hence he may discard his
gubernatorial moorings and seek the
United Slates Senatorship. His is
the perfect background, the perfect
personality, the hard-hitting hone ty that can rarely be denied. And
Ins followers cannot vision his star
of statesmanship, now tn ascendency
over Capitol Hill, fading there. As
cne of his devoted townsmen said in
the program celebrating his election
as Governor of Maine: “I believe
we will some day be assembling here
to celebrate his df parture for Wash
ington."
So. all considered, you can hardly
blame the writer for buttonholing
Senator White Just before his de
parture for Washington.
Senator White is an unusual man
—as so many Shipping City people
know—a grand statesman In the
writer’s humble opinion. The popu
larity of the soon-to-be senior
Maine Senator in Washington has
been tried in the fires of 24 yeais,
covering eight political strifes, in
1916 he first ran for Congress—
when Bath came in the second dis
trict instead of the first, as now’.
He beat Dan McGullicuddy by 531
votes.
"Well do I remember that con
test. I think I can truthfully say.
and Bath people will bear me out,
I spent more time in the Shipping
City in that campaign than in any
other one community,” Senator
White told the writer. He added:
“Bath was good to me then, it has
been good to me ever since, as has
Sagadahoc County."
The writer recalled the close race
♦ he Senator had with ex-Gov. Louis
J Brann four years ago.
“Yes, about 5000 votes separated
us and you know, as strong as Louis
has always been in Bath I received
a fine vete ther ein that instance,”
he reminisced.
Then, quite candidly, the writer
quizzed Senator White as to his
1942 plans and as to whether he had
heard the rumor that Gov. Sewall
might be his opponent. Equally as
candid, the Senator replied:
"Yes. I have heard the report, re
peatedly." And he went on to tell
the writer that he expects to be a
candidate to succeed himself, as
conveyed in the opening of this
story.
It was at this point that Senator
Wh.te displayed the qualities that
undoubtedly have had much to do
with his political success. He said:
"Sumner is a great man. I cer
tainly hcpe he decides to run for a
second term as governor, per con
vention It may be too bad for me
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Steel Helmets for British Civilians

Chinook Salmon

if he doesn't but. I've been through
some great battles before and, if
another one comes, that’s that.”
And that is United States Senator
Wallace H. White, glowing witn
health, and confidence of his own
political destiny. A man's man in
any race.
Boiled down, rumors and all. the
facts are that if Gov. Sewall ts in
terested in continuing his political
career two years hence there are
two paths that will be open. One
will be re-election as Chief Execu
tive of Maine, the other as a candi
date for election to the United
States Senate in the berth now held
by Mr. White. Should he choose
repetition as governor, and be suc
cessful. four years from now a bid
for Washington would have to be ac
Congressman from the First Dis
trict, a position now filled by James
C. Oliver of South Portland. Or.
the alternative would be a respite
with a U. S. Senatorial challenge
six yArs from now for the position
to which Ralph O. Brewster will
shortly succeed as Senator to suc
ceed Frederick Hale.
Naturally, Bath is interested, and
naturally nobody but Oov. Sumner
Sewall has the answer, and it is
very possible, in fact quite probable,
he has given the matter no mor(
than passing thought.
But, as the writer concludes this
story, it is his thought, as ex-Sena
tor George E. Hill expressed it in
the initial radio broadcast in behail
of Sumner Sewall's candidacy for
nomination for the Governorship:
“Something tells me you can’t stop
this man Sewall."—Elford A. Stover
in the Bath Daily Times.

Pity the poor taxi driver. He
goes through life just missing ev
erything.

Story Starts Next Tuesday

i

• Today, mar* than ever, you and we ar* glad to
live in th* United State*, to be member* of th* greatest
democracy in the world.

But we do not etop to think that it may not always be
thus. Do we realise that our country has a weakness
which might spell disaster should we be invaded?
Do we know how easily such an invasion might be
accomplished?

For the complete, unvarnished fact* read this new
bombshell serial.

IN THIS NEWSPAPER

How to cut the cost of

After 37 Years the Ques
tion Seems Unanswered—
Calesthenics Drill

Eggs Are Being Brought
From Pacific Coast To
Start Maine Fishery
Commissioner Arthur R. Green
leaf said today that in what would
be the first real attempt to estab
lish a salt water Chinook salmon
fishery along the Maine coast, his
department would co-operate with
the U. S Bureau of Fisheries in
propagation activity and that the
Department of Inland Fisheries
and Game would also be asked to
participate. In line with the pro
gram tlie Bureau is bringing a large
number of Chinook eggs from the
Pacific coast to be released in
Maine streams which are found
suitable for them.
Greenleaf said that the action
was prompted by the discovery of
dozens of large Chinooks at the
mcuth of the Pemaquid River last
Fall. Tlie fish trying to get up the
stream to spawn had, it is believed
escaped from Biscay Pond when the
screens went out during 1936 floods
Federal officials quick to reccgniz?
interesting (possibilities conducted
an investigation of the fish, along
with coastal wardens and a.s a re
sult they believe that propagation
efforts are worthwhile.
With the three organizations
working in close co-operation it is
felt that some worthwhile results
can be obtained, according to
Greenleaf.
Tlie fact that the Chinooks found
at Pemaquid weighed as much as 42
pounds is gocd evidence that they
find the Maine coast waters suit
able for rapid and healthy growth,
he said.
Pointing out that it was possible
to transfer a species from one ocean
to another Greenleaf cited the
case of striped bass which were in
troduced from the Atlantic to Paci
fic coast waters many years ago
and which are now one of the most
prolific and abundant fish in the
western ocean.
He said that preliminary plans
were now being made and that ac
tual propagation would start on an
experimental basts in several rivers
yet to be selected as soon as the
time was right.

Who Kicked Drum?

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I take the libertv of reverting to
the Cobb convention at Bangor. I
do not intend to enter into any argu
ment as to which color—Black cr
Wight—was the actual wrecker of
j the R.MB. bass drum. Certainly
Wight paid. But at the time, we,
the band boys, understood that the
fatal blow was struck by the former.
It was a gathering of men with a
I pre-arranged plan, executed to per
fection. Why should they not cheer
and “make whoopee." The old bass
drum was the only casualty of the
two-day trip as far as I know. It
was probably cracked anyhow. Bob
Millbum was energetic bass drum
mer. When H. D. Farnham led the
R.M.B I once heard him sav that
no matter how loud the drum sec
tion was playing if he made the
signal for more volume he never
failed to receive it. So probably
there were seme internal troubles
with that big drum.
I wish to say that Al Sleeper, al
though at that time our best bass
horn player, was not the only Rock
land bass—Frank Simmons was
there. Frank, a brother of George
fragments and falling masonry.
C. Simmons of the Rockland wel
Above, left to right, are Doris Riker,
fare department, was in early boy
Helen Moffat and Patricia Finan,
hood days really afraid of a band,
all of New York, who are cooperat
which however held a strange fasci
ing In the Committee’s efforts to
nation
for him. Later he had;to
collect small arms, ammunition and
binoculars for the use of British | start and after his R M.B. days he
worked in Connecticut, I think, as
civilians in the event of invasion.
an iron moulder and played tuba
trimmings. Easter the same. In in a crack industrial band there.
After our experience in trying to
small towns, I think it a grand
blast
the Biddeford band on the
way to spend evenings, besides you
are dong your bit to make someone eve of the convention as related by
happy. Those things are always Mr. Member, we returned to the
welcome at the hospitals and you steamer Penobscot, on which we
will get more happiness than you had made our trip from Rockland,
can imagine doing it.
There Is no cost, only a little and were assigned sleeping quarters
time, which is good fcr your nerves all in a bunch. Berths, not state
rooms. We slept the sleep of the
if you don’t overdo.
Use w’all-paper paste to save just as we were very tired. But we
buying.
Ada Martin
arose early.
At that period all magazines were
not
filled with pictures and “ads" of
CLARK ISLAND
systems
to become supermen by
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley
and Miss Jeanette McConchie of practicing exercises as compiled by
South Thomaston, and Mrs. F. the various strongest and best de
Winfield Robbins of Rockville were veloped men in the world. But
callers last Tuesday on Mr. and Mrs. something happened just as we were
tumbling out of our berths that has
Maurce Jones.
ever
been mysterious to me. It may
Mrs. Hjlamar Carlson and Mrs.
have
been voodoo or something
Frank Johnson have resumed their
similar.
work at Van-Baalen Heilbum fac
It may have been matutinal calis
tory’ of Rockland after two weeks’
thenics.
And possibly some Ma
vacation.
sonic
ritualistic
work—meaning to
Mrs. Carl Swanson and son Roy
me, at least, unknown. Spooky,
are visiting in Swans Island.
eerie, weird. “Bob" Millburn and
“What the country needs,’’ says "Doc" Richan. clothed only in their
‘Pappy,’ "is a breed of parents witn B.V-D.’s, stood facing each other and
enough moral courage to disk the then in perfect co-ordination as if
fully pre-rehearsed, went through a
displeasure of their children."

Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8.30 p m.
• • • •
"Happy is he who has laid up in
his youth, and held fast in all for
tune, a genuine and passionate
love for reading.”
The library extends to its pa
trons and friends best wishes for
the New Year. To you who need
no introduction to the library, may
the New Year bring you greater li
brary service. To you who do not
use the library, may the New Year
bring the realization that the pub
lic library is free to all, and that
no matter what your tastes may
be there are books for everyone.
Bocks added this month:
Sapphira and the slave girl, by
Willa Cather.
This is Miss Cather's first novel
in many years. It is the story of
the persecution of a beautiful
mulatto slave girl by her jealous
and invalid mistress. The setting
is the Virginia country-side, in
habited by a few aristocrats, their
colored slaves, and mountaineers,
just before and after the Civil
'I''HIS attractive trio working id
War. Readers of Miss Cather’s
' behalf of British aid chalks
Stories will like this one.
?ood luck messages on the 5,000
helmets which the American Com
The man who went back, by
mittee tor Defense of British
Warwick Deeping.
Homes, 10 Warren Street. New
The romantic story of an Eng
York, is shipping to England to pro
lishman of today, who, through a
tect British ci .'Ilians from shell
peculiar accident, was able to go
back into the past, back to the fifth
Century when England was fight MAKING A SCRAPBOOK
ing against a border of invaders,
Ada Martin Explains A Task
as it is now fighting. In that
Which Brings Happiness to
early age he lived as a soldier,
Many
lover, and adventurer, and when
he at last turned to his own age. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
As the used postal-cards are
he saw his land and people with a
coming in so fast from many cities
new and deeper understanding
and towns, I am unable to lespond
Hildreth, by Harlow Estes.
to each one separately, so I am
The story of a Summer's vaca asking for a space in this paper
tion on the Maine coast, and the instead.
strange reactions and changes
It surely pays to place an adver
brought about during that period tisement in this paper if you wish
of realization and release from the to sell or buy, as the first day this
usual routine. The characters are, one came out I just settled myself
riildreth, sensitive, lovely and 19, down to answer the phone. There
her divorced mother, a young was not much done for two days
widowed aunt, her four boys, their only to answer the calls, and how
nurse and Geoffrey. Though Hil pleased we should be to learn of
dreth’s plans dief not turn out as the many States our good old
she had hoped, the results make an Rockland paper travels in. If the
cards keep pouring in I will have
absorbing and readable tale.
to open an extra room.
On the long tide, by Laura Krey.
I have received several letters
The story of Texas, and of the asking just how I plan my scrap
men and women who brought it book. At present, I am working
about. The story centers around on the postal-card catalogues. I
young Stephen Austin, fiery and begin the center of each leaf, then
earnest, and Thomas Jefferson’s the small pictures around the
young cousin Jeffrey Fentress, a large one. In cutting out pictures
convert, who are willing to give up from cards or magazines, have a
container for each picture, then
everything to crusade for Texas you can plan your work more
Independence. It is a colorful and easily. You will find so many pic
exciting period in Americas past. tures which will make a very at
Oliver Wlswell, by Kenneth Rob tractive bock.
,<J
erts.
I will mention seme. Birds and
In Oliver Wiswell we find a man houses, also feeding-stations are
loyal to the established govern very pretty, and you wil! find many
ment of the Colonies. The author on the cards we get these days.
tells the story of the American All kinds of animals, children in
Revolution as seen by men whom all ages, in their gaiety, which
the Revolutionary fathers called keeps us all young. Tlie Christ
mas and the Easter with their real
Tories and who called themselves meaning, then, as children do love
loyalists. In it all the bitterness Santa and his gay family, you
of the civil war is powerfully can close with all the Christmas
brought back to life.
Bright Pavilions, by Hugh Wal and courage. "Fcr Whom the Bell
pole.
Tolls" is one of the finest novels
The strange story of two brothers of Lie year. You won’t want to
who loved each other, and of the I miss it.
man they hated, in England when
Readers Digest Reader.
Elizabeth was Queen. It is the ; Since 1922 the Reader’s Dige.-t
story of the two Herries brothers.
has published in condensed form
Nicholas, the kindly giant, and
the outstanding articles from
Robin, the dreamer, and of Philip
American periodicals. Here in cne
Irvine, handsome and vain, whom
book, carefully selected from the
the brothers hated and who hated
complete 18 years' file of the
them. The fifth of the Herries
magazine, the 140 articles come
tales.
from nearly every periodical pub
The Wave of the Future, by
lished in the United States during
Anne Morrow Lindbergh.
that period. The articles cover a
Mrs. Lindbergh expresses her be
wide range of subjects, and will in
liefs in ideals and her sympathy
with reform. She says “A positive terest every reader.
You can't go home again, by,
faith for the future, can be sup
Thomas
Wolfe.
plied only by one who knows that
A
novel
of present-day life, with
courage is vital in our daily lives,
America
and
Europe the setting.
who believes in the pose of faith
The
last
of
two novels which
against fear.” It is a sincere con
Thomas
Wolfe
completed just be
fession.
fore
his
tragic
death. It presents
Make Bright the Arrows, by
pictures
of
widely
varying types of
Edna St. Vincent Millay.
In this new group of poems. life, and is a stirring challenge to
Edna St. Vincent Millay speaks to America to create a new order of
men and women of today about the things.
Books of the lighter type:
moods, passions and tragedies of a
Case of the silent partner, by
world in the midst of disaster.
Erie
Stanley Gardner.
Foreign Devils in the Flowery
Treasure Ranch, by Charles
Kingdom, by Carl Crow.
The autnor writes of China from Alden Seltzer.
When in the Coure, by Harry
the view point of foreigners who
lived on the Chinese coast from Leon Wilson.
Renni; the Rescuer, by Felix
the days of Marco Polo to the
Japanese attack on Shanghai. Most Salten.
Bret Harte's Stories of the Old
of the book deals with the period
from 1911 tol937, when Mr. Crow West.
Man From Thief River, by Peter
lived in Shanghai. He tells how
the foreigner lives in China, how Field.
Kate Trimingham, by Frances
he amuses himself, what he thinks
of the Chinese and what they Frost.
No Surrender, by Katherine L.
think of him. The book will be es
pecially interesting to local people Burt.
Just Like a Girl, by Jean Randall.
in that it is illustrated by Esther
Medical Center by Faith Baldwin.
Brock Bird.
Dark Entry, by Elearnor S. CarFor Whom the Bell Tolls, by
roll.
Ernest Hemingway.
The Family, by B. M Bower.
Into this great new novel, Ernest
The Border Kid, by Max Brand.
Hemingway has poured the fullness
Today and forever, by Pearl
of his experience. A novel of war
time Spain, in which a young Buck (short stories, China").
Three-thirds of a Ghost, by Tim
American professor and a beauti
12
ful Spanish girl live a life of love othy Fuller,

Heating Your Home

Issued
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

Established Janua

BY
AMERICA'S HOME HEATING EXPERT

Bradford Bra

Drafts and Chimneys
4. Flue pil>e projecting into chin
beyond the wall surface instead , f
being flush with the inside of the
nearest Whe chimney opening.

draft is a necessity in
burning any kind of fuel. A
draft is commonly defined as air
in motion. This action goes on
twenty-four hours a day and its
proper control is most impor
tant if you want to heat your
home economically and effi
ciently.
All draft is controlled by
means of dampers. When we
want heat upstairs, we close
the check damper and open the
ashpit damper, making the air
pass through the fuel bed. When
we have sufficient heat, we close
the ashpit damper and open the
check damper, the draft then by
passing the fuel l>ed, entering
the chimney directly.
Many faulty drafts are caused
bv chimney troubles. Here are
a few of the more common
variety:
ROPER

P

himney Lower Tl ,n
Surroundihtf Objr.n
ap on Top Obstructs
Draft
Loose Mortar Cauers
Leaks
Cracks in Brickwork
Joist Protruding Int i
Chimney Rsincts Ares
Leakage Between Tiles
Chimney Too fchorl

The contest for n.
City of Rockland in tl
the arrival of the o(Il<
metes in this Courierbefore the unofficial ft
mates in the many rec«
Bradford Brav, Vinalh
Ada Pray, Vinalhaven
Alfred E. Keyes, R<x k
Elisha Brown, Vinalh:
Mrs. Fred S. True, R<x

The cash award w

Brick Wedged m Chimn.

Offset Causes Draft I/«a
anil Root Lsxlged
in Corner
Leaks Around Pipe
Pipe Projects Into
Chunuey
Opening Nut ('lined
Cleanout Door fxxss

1. Chimney too narrow or too low
in height. At times a decorative arch
across the chimney prevents the fire
from getting the proper draft.
2. Dirt accumulation, broken bricks,
tile, or pieces of mortar in the chim
ney will cut down the draft.
S. Cracks in chimney will reduce draft
action.

5. Leaky flue pipe sometimes cans, J
by rust or careless joining of the Hue
pipe sections. Also caused by having
two
flue
pii>e connections with.mi
proper dampers in each.

WEST ROCKPORT
Mrs. Henry Keller entertained
the Tuesday Club recently. A sur
prise shower of gifts for her new
bathroom was in store for the hos
tess.
Rev. and Mrs. S. E Packard who
have been staying with Mrs. M. J
Oxton for several weeks have returned to their home in Camden.
A delegation from the Mt. Pleas
ant Grange attended the installa-1
tion of officers Thursday night at
Glen Cove.
Arlene Keller was overnight guest
Thursday of Miss Sylvia Heald.
J. F. Heald and Mrs. R J Heald
attended the W.C.T.U. meeting

last Tuesday at the home of Mrs
Charles Cleveland in Camden
Mrs. J. F. Heal visited her daugh
ter, Mrs. Charles Rhodes in Rock
port recently.
Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett of Rock
ville recently spent a day with
Mrs. Alice Tolman.
The village was without electricity
fcr some time Thursday evening.

SOUTH THOMASTON
William Clement is 111 with bron
chial pneumonia at his home
Mrs. Bernice Sleeper, local chair
man of the committee to raise funds
for the Infantile Paralysis Founda
tion and for the celebration of the
President’s Birthday, has appointed
this committee and requests tint
members meet at her home Tues
day at 7 30 to complete plans for the
project: Mrs. Charlotte Waterman.
Mrs. Eugenia Godfrey, Miss Ethel
Holbrook, Mrs. Ellen Nelson. Mr
Jennie Graves Mrs. Isabelle Jac:scn. Mrs. Ermina Tyler, Mn
Frances Norton, Mrs. Arline Hop
kins. Mrs. Lempi Makinen, M s
Helena Pollard, Miss Louise Butl°r,
Mrs. Flora Baum, Mrs. Carolvn
Davis, Mrs. Ruby Makinen. Mrs.
Myrtle Makinen. Mrs. Annie Denni
son, Mrs. Helen Rackliff?, Mrs. Na
omi Ulmer, Mrs. Aurelia Ripley. Mrs.
Bertha Sleeper, Mrs. Elizabe’h
Mitchell, Mrs. Lotta Crowley.

complicated drill. Perhaps neither
remembers this, but to me. a green
country lad (born in Rockland) it
was something never to be forgotten.
I have three questions to pro
pound to the genial James A Richan
famous in Masonry and dentistry.
Were those rites Masonic?
Were they pre-rehearsed?
Can you still go through those in
tricate and complicated gyrations
with tlie ease and aplomb that you
two noble specimens of young man
hood did on the morning of the day
that our fellow townsman received
the nomination for Governor of the
State of Maine? After many years |
of thought on this matter. I have
formed an opinion that I can an- I
swer for you, in one short word.
What one admires indicates what
A Jay See.
he ts.

CENSUS FIG
Rockland’s I
Knox Count
The Department of 1
Bureau of the Census
nounced the official pop
the Maine counties.
Knox County was foui
27,191 Inhabitants, 8899
reside in Rockland Cam
largest town with a pop
3554: Thomaston ranking
2533.
Here are the figures for
the three adjoining count
Knox County ..............
Appleton town ...............
Camden town .................
Cushing town ..............
Friendship town,........
Hope town ....... ............ I
Isle au Haut town........
Matinlcus Isle plantation
North Haven town .....
Owl’s Head town ........
Rockland city ...............
Rockport towm ..............
St. George town
....
South Thomaston town
Thomaston town ..........
Union town ...................
Vinalhaven town ........
Warren town .................
Washington town ........
Islands not belonging
to any town ..............
Lincoln County ..........
Aina town ....................
Boothbay Harbor town
Bremen town ................
Bristol town .................
Damariscotta town
Dresden town ........ .......
Edgecomb town ............
Jefferson town ..............
Monhegan plantation
Newcastle town................

Nobleboro .....................
Somerville plantation
South Bristol town .....
Southport town ..........
Waldoboro town ...........
Westport town
Whitefield town ...........
Wiscasset town
All other civil divisions
Hancock County ........
Amherst town .............
Aurora town ......... -....
Bar Harbor town .......

Bluehill town...............
Brooklin town ..............

ELKS D
JANUARY 22, N
DINNER Wl
DANCE 9.30 TO 1.0,1
Make Rescrvationi

Take a Goodtook
Will

at that price!

I

ONLY $25 MORE FOR AN
EIGHT IN ANY MODEL!

A GENERAL MOTORS MASTERPIECE

M'

De Luxe rlorpedo” Six Two-Door Sedan $874* ( white sidewall tires extra)

stand. Pontiac looks like a lot
of money. And the luxury of its Fisher body
adds definitely to that impression.

What's more, owners say that their Pontiacs are
very economical to operate. If you’re planning
to buy a new car soon, be sure to consider a
Pontiac “Torpedo.” It's built right and priced
right to give you more for your money.
PONTIAC PRICES BEGIN AT I82S FOR THE DE
LUXE "TORPEDO SIX BUSINESS COUPE

In reality, however, Pontiac prices are within
reach of any new car buyer. They begin at
$828 and progress upward in very easy stages.

★Delivered at Pontiac. State tax, optional equip
ment, accessories—extra. Prices subject to change
without notice.

TANY PEOPLE FIND it hard to
believe that a new Pontiac
“Torpedo" costs as little as it
BSEJJJJJyP does. That is easy to under

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
BAYVIEW STREET,

CAMDEN. MAINE

Tb/ffiac
THt

CAO WITH THf LOW OOtCT

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET,

____________________

ROCKLAND. MAINE

LOW£$T

